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We obtain partial coordinatizations of any quadratic Jordan triple 
system containing a triangle (e,, U, e,), i.e., a “split” Jo = ke, @ ku 0 ke, z 
Hz(k), such that e=e, +ez is invertible and u is faithful (in the sense that 
L(x, , e, )u = 0 + x, = 0; this is automatic if J is nondegenerate or t E k). 
We identify a hermitian matrix subsystem Jh = J,(e,)@ Du@ J2(e2) E 
H,(D, D,, 7t, ~ ) and a Clifford subsystem J,, = K, @NO K, E J(q, S, C,). 
We show that a simple J must be all hermitian or all Clifford (coincides 
with J,, or J,), yielding a shorter proof Osborn’s Capacity 2 Theorem for 
Jordan algebras. We also can coordinatize most unital bimodules for 
hermitian matrix systems. 
The impetus for this study came from two sources. In presenting a self- 
contained treatment of Jordan structure theory, N. Jacobson [4] sought a 
shorter proof of the Osborn Capacity 2 Theorem; the proof is not short for 
linear Jordan algebras [2] and is quite involved for quadratic Jordan 
algebras [3]. In coordinatizing Jordan triple systems, the second author 
needed a version of the Capacity 2 Theorem making no semisimplicity 
restriction on the ambient system and without assuming that the tripotents 
e, are division tripotents [lo]. By avoiding semisimplicity assumptions, 
such a formulation also coordinatizes unital bimodules. 
In the triangulated case one cannot expect as precise a coordinatization 
as for rank n > 3: In the latter case if J is a Jordan algebra then Jz 
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H,(D, D,) and all bimodules have a uniform structure [2, 71, whereas in 
the former a J = ka, 0 ku @ ke, can have bimodules of hermitian matrix 
type H,(D, D,, rr, -) or Clifford type .I(q, S, C,). Thus we expect a 
triangulated system to be a mixture of hermitian matrix and Clifford parts. 
We will isolate these parts and obtain a separate coordinatization for each 
one. 1 
1. GENERALITIES ABOUT TRIANGULATED JORDAN TRIPLE SYSTEMS 
Throughout we assume that J is a Jordan triple system over a ring k, 
with Peirce decomposition 
(1.1) J=J,, OJ,z OJ,z 
relative to orthogonal tripotents (e,, ez). (For all unexplained notions the 
reader is referred to [4, 5, 7, or 91.) We sometimes write 
J,, =JIr J,, = M, Jz2 = J,. 
Alwaystheindexi~{1,2},inwhichcasej~{1,2}isgivenbyj=3-i,so 
(i, j) = ( 1, 2) or (2, 1). For -vi E J;, m E M, x E J we set 
(1.2) 
QjCm) = P(m)ei, xi . m = L(.u,)m = { xie,m ), 
.U = P(e)x, where e=e, +ez. 
A general product P(x) y in J is given by 
P(x, + m + .~)(y, + n + y2) = 2, + r + z2, 
where 
z; = P(x;) 4’, + P(m) yj + {x,rzm} 
r=P(m)n+ {x,ylm}+ (x2y,m}+ {x,rq~. 
Using well-known Peirce multiplication rules and standard Jordan iden- 
tities, most of these products can be written in terms of Q;s, L’s, and -. 
More precisely, we have 
(1.3.1) P(x,) y; E Ji, P(m) yi E J, (not reducible) 
(1.3.2) P(m)n = Qi(m, ii) .m - Q,(m) .ii 
(1.3.3) (mnx,} = Q,(m, xi .ii)= {m, X, .n, ei} 








(XiL',rn) =xi .(j, .m) 
{ximyj}=.ui.(y,.m)=yi.(?ci~m) 
ei.m=m, P(x,)yi .m=xi.(yi ‘(xi .m)), 
xf m = xi . (xi . m) for .x: = P(.u,)e, 
P(xi . m) y1 = P(m) P(x,) J’;, Q,(xi . m) = P(m) P(x,)e, 
P(x, .m)yi =P(x,) P(m)y,, Qj(xi .m)=P(Xi) Q;(m) 
P( (xiyim}, m)z, = L(x,, yi) P(m)=,, 
Qi((xiy,m), m)=Uxj, Yi) Pi(m) 
Pi(m) .rn = Q,(m) .m 
~~ is an automorphism of period 2 on J stabilizing 
the J, (reducing to P(e,) on J,, P(e,, ez) on M) with 
Ei =ei 
(1.3.12) Qz(nl) = Pi6 ). 
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Notice that a linear subspace K= K,, @ K12 OK,, with K, c J, is a 
subsystem if 
K,, = Ki,, K,, = R,,, 
(1.3’) 
P(K,;)Kii c K;,, P(K,,)K, c K,,, Kii .K,z c K,, 
(in case ei E Ki we also have “iff’). 
1.4. PROPOSITION. If J= J,, @ JL2 @ J22 relative to e,, e2 and J’= 
J;, @ Jiz @J& relative to e’, , e;, then cp: J-+ J’ satisfying cp(e,) = e(, 
cp(JV) = J; is a homomorphism iff it acts as a homomorphism on the products 
P(x,) yi, P(m) ?I;, and xi . I)Z. 
If cp commutes with involutory automorphisms *, *’ on J, J’ with e* = ej, 
ei*‘=ei, it suffices ifq preserves P(x,)y,, P(m)y,, x1 .m. 1 
The involutions * we are interested in come from triangles. We say J is 
triangulated if it has a triangle (e,, e,, U) (u is then called triangular) satisfy- 
ing 
(1.5) UEJ~~ has P(e)u=u, P(u)e=e (so P(u)u=u=U, 
Qi(u) = ei, Ti(u) = 2ei, u is a tripotent with J*(u) = J, 
and x + .? = P(u)x is an involutory automorphism 
of J), 
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where in addition to the quadratic forms Q of (1.2) we introduce linear 
forms 
(1.2’) T,(m) = Qi(zl, m) = { zqm}. 
Important examples of triangulated systems are matrix algebras 
HAD, 44 (e, = (:, :I, ez = CX ‘2 u = (: A,, ( see Section 2), or split Clifford 
algebras J(Q,e)=ke,@k~@ke~ for Q(u)=l, Q(e,,u)=Q(ez,u) = 
Q(e,) = Q(e,)=O, Q(e,, e2) = 1 (see Section 3). We remark that there is 
another, analytic example: any JBW-algebra without direct summand of 
type I is triangulated. This is exactly the assertion of Schafer’s halving 
lemma [l, 52.141. 
1.6. TRIANGULATED IDENTITIES. If J= J, @ MO J, is triangulated by 
(e, , u, ez ) then we have the properties 
(1.6.1) P(e) P(u) = P(u) P(e) = * is an automorphism of J of 
period 2, u* = u, ey = ej (so J,? = J,) 
(1.6.2) 
T,(m)* = T,(m*) = T,(m), 
T,(m) = T,(fi), Qi(m)* = QjCm*) 
(1.6.3) m* = T,(m).u-m 
(1.6.4) x: zl = (x, . u)* = x; 
(1.6.5) T,(x, .u) = 2x,, T,({-~iv,u) 
If C denotes the subalgebra of End,(M) generated by C, = L( J, ), then C 
carries a reversal involution 
(1.6.6) (L(x,) ‘. . L(x,))” = L(x,) . . L(x,) (-xi E J, 1 
given explicitly by 
(1.6.7) cn = L(u, FE) - c*, c* = P(u) cP(u), 
such that C, is an ample subspace: 
(1.6.8) c+c”=L(T,(cu)) 
(1.6.9) rL(y,)c” = L(P(cu) yY). 
We have the relations 
(1.6.10) (al)* = c*u = c=u 
(1.6.11) Q,(cu, m) = T,(c*m) = T,(cm*), Q,(cu, m) = T,(c”m) 
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(1.6.12) 
(C*-c)m=(T,(m)c”- T,(cm))u, 
(x* - xi) . m = ( Tj(m).xi - T,(x, . m))u 
(1.6.13) ccc, C] CMc cu. 
For f(x,;m)=L(T,(.~, .m)) - L( T,(m)) L(x,) E C we haue 
(1.6.14) f(x,;m) T(x,;m)“m=L(Q,(m))[L(x,), r(x,;m)]u 
+ [L(x,), L(P(m)x~)]mE Cu. 
Proof: (1) P(u)=P(P(e)u)=P(e) P(u) P(e) and P(e)2=Z give 
P(e) P(u) = P(u) P(e), so their common value * is involutory with e,* = e,, 
IA* = u. Also Pi = P(u) P(e) P(u) P(e) = * 0 * = I shows J=J,(u), so in 
particular L( U, u) = 21. 
(2) Q,(m)* = (P(m)ej)* = P(m*)e,* = P(m*)e, = Q,(m*), T,(m)* = 
Qi(m, u)* = Qj(m*, u*) = Qj(m*, u) = T,(m*), also Ti(fi) = Q;(fi, U) = 
~ - 
Qi(m, u) = T,(m). We have T,(m*) = L(u, ei) P(u)fi = P(P(u)e,, u)t% = 
P(e,, u)nl= Qj(&, U) = T,(m). (Note that we do not have Q;(m*) = Q,(m) 
in general, e.g., in M,(D), Q,((P I;)*) - Q,(y g) = (r31 i) #O if D is not 
commutative.) 
(3) m* = P(u)51 = Q,(u,m).u-Q,(u).m = T,(m).u-ej .m= 
T,(m) . u-m. 
(4) (x, .u)* =?c* .u* =x* .u = L(u, ej) P(u),U, = P(P(u)e,, u)Xi = 
P(e,, u)Si =x, u. 
(5) Q,({-Y,.v,u}, u)=L(xi, ,vi) Qi(u) (by (1.3.9)) = j.xiyie,}. (Note 
that this shows again T,(m*)= T,(T,(m).u-m)=2T,(m)- Ti(m)= 
T,(m). 1 
Before we show that the reversal involution n is well-defined on C, 
note that the relations (lo)-(13) hold for all monomials c=L(x,) . 
L(x,), since for (lo), (cu)* = c*u* = L(xT) . . . L(x,*) u* = L(x:) . . 
L(x,*- ,) L(x,)u (by (4)) =L(x,) L(x:)...L(x;-,)u (by (1.3.6)) = ... = 
U-x,,) L(x+ ,)~~~L(.x,)u=c~u. Then for (11) Q,(cu, m)=Q,(c*‘b, m)= 
Q,(u, c*m) (peeling off one factor L(x,*) at a time via (1.3.4)) = T,(c*m) = 
T,((cm*)*) = T,(cm*), and similarly Q2(q m) = Q,(u, c”m) = T,(c”m). For 
(12) c*m-cm=c*(m+m*)-((cm)*+cm) = c*T,(m)u-T,(cm)u (by 
(3)) = T,(m) c*u- T,(cm)u (by (1.3.6)) = (T,(m)?- T,(cm))u (by (10)). 
For (13) since CCC’, C]C is generated as ideal by all [L(x,), L(y,)], it 
suffkes to show [x,, y,]Mc Cu; but [x,, JJ,]M= [x, -XT, y,]M (XT, 
)‘I commute by (1.3.6)) c Cu - ~‘r . Cu (by (12)) c Cu. 
The fact that it is well-defined on C comes from its explicit expression 
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(7); to see that the right side does indeed produce the reversal involution 
on c = L(x, ) . . . L(x,) we induct on n, the case n = 0 being trivial 
(L(u, u)=21 by (1.5)), and if true for cI=L(x~)...L(x,) of length n- 1 the 
result holds for c = L(x,) d because 
=(d”Ux,)+L(x:)d*)m- {u,x, .du,m} 
= ((d” + d*) 15(x,) + (L(x:) -L(x,)) d*)m 
- {u, x, .du, m} (by (1.3.6)) 
={u,&x, .m}-(u,.fl .&,m)+(T,(d*m).(x, .u) 
- T,(x, d*m) u) (by induction for d and (12)) 
= -Q,(du, m). (x1 .u) + Q,(du, x, .m)u 
+(Q,(d*m, u).x, .u-Q,(d*x,m, u).u) 
(from (U(x,e,m}, 4 - Urn, {e,x,fi}))u= (-L({x,iim}, el) + L(x,, 
{e,mfi}))u = -Ql(xl .?I, m).u + x,(Q,(n, m).u) = Q,(n, x, .m).u- 
Q,(n, ml. (-x1 . u) by linearized (1.3.9)) 
+ (Q,(xlm, du)- Q,(-y,m, d*“u))u 
=o (from (10) c*% = cu). 
Thus 7~ is well-defined. 
For (8), cm+c”m=cm+{u,?E,m]-c*m (by (7)) =cm+(Q,(u,cu)m+ 
Q,(m,cu)u-Q,(u,m)cu)-c*m (by (1.3.2)) =cm+T,(cu)m+T,(cm*)u- 
T,(m)cu-(cm*)* (by (11)) = T,(cu)m+c(m-T,(m)u)+cm* (by (3) 
(1.3.6)) = T,(cu) -m (by (3)). 
It s&ices to prove (9) and its linearization c + c, d for monomials; 
if c=L(x,)...L(x,) is a monomial then L(x) L(y)L(x)=L(U(x)y) 
(for U(X) = P(x) P(e) in the Jordan algebra .Pr) using (1.3.7)) shows 
cL(y)c”=L(U(x,)...U(?r,)y) = L(u(x,)~~~u(x,)u(u)u(u)y)=L(u(L(x,) 
. . W,)u) Vu) Y) = UP(cu) P(e) P(u) p(e) Y) = W(cu) P(u) Y) (by 
U = u). For the mixed term cL( y) d” + dL( y)c” = L( T,(cL( y) d”u)) (by 
(8)), where P(cu, du)yp = Ql(y*cu, du) = Q,(cy*u, du) = Q,(cyu, du) (by 
(4)) = T,(cy(du)*) (by (11)) = T,(cyd*u)= T,(cyd”u) (by (10)). 
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Finally, we show ( 14). Since T(x ,;m)T(x,;m)“=L(Q,(r(.u,;m).u))by 
(9) we first compute 
Q,(f(-y 1; m). u) 
=Q,(x, .m-.u:.m) (by(12)) 
= Ql(-~l .m) - Q,(x, .m, x: .m) + Q,(x: .m) 
= P(x,) Q,(S)- {m, xl;, x, .m} + P(m) P(xf)ez 
(by (1.3.4) and (1.3.8)) 
= P(,y,) Q,(fi, - ( xl el P(m)x’;) + WHO-~, kl Y 
by (1.3.9), (1.5). Using the general formula 
(f’(m) Y’;) .m = {Q&J, Y:‘, m} = Qdm). (Y: .))I) 
we obtain 
f(x,; m) ZJx,; m)” m 
= Q,(r(x, ; m)u) .rn (by the above) 
=x, . (Q,(m). (.x, .m) - P(m)xy) .m) 
-(P(mbF).(-~, .m)+Q,(m).((p(~~,)e,)* 
=x1 .(Q,b).(x, .m)-QAm).(-~T~m)) 
- (P(m)x’;) . (x, .m) + Q2(m). (xf . (xf .rn )I 
= x, .(Qz(m).(x, .m-x: .m)) + Q,(m) .(x1 .m) 
-x, .(Qz(m).m))+Qz(m).(x:.(x~ .m)-x, .(x7 .m)) 
+ Q*(m).(x, .(x~.M))-(P(m)x~).(x, .m) 
= xl . (Qdm). (W, ; m)u)) 
+Ux, )CUQ,(m)), Gx, )Im 
+Qz(m).(x:.(x: .tn-x, .m))+x, .(Q,(m).(x:.m)) 
- (fYm)-G). (xl ‘ml (by (1.3.10)) 
= QdmNUx,) r(x,; m) - U-G) r(x, ; m))u 
+W,)CUQ,(m)), Ux,)lm 
+ CUx,), UP(m)xY)lm (by the general formula), 
which equals the right side of (14) since L(x:) T(x,; m)u= T(x,; m) 
L(x:)u = T(x, ; m) L(x,)u by (10). Finally, T(x, ; m) T(x, ; m)” m E Cu 
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follows from (13) and Q2(m).du=d.(Q,(m).u)=d.(Ql(m*)*.u)= 
d.(Q,(m).u)ECu for dEC. 1 
1.7. Remark. A more philosophical proof derives the fundamental iden- 
tity (1.6.7) as the coefficient of t in the relation 
(7’) U(n)(cn-‘) = c”n, U(n) = P(n) P(e) 
for n=u-tm, n-’ = u + tU(u)m + t’U(u) U(m)u + ... in J[ [t]]. Relation 
(7’) is just a generalization of the special case n = u (1.6.10) and holds 
for all invertible n E J,2: it is proved by induction on the length of 
the monomial c, c = 1 being trivial (U(m)m ~’ = m), and for the induction 
step U(n)(cL(~,)n~‘= U(n)(~L(U(n~‘)x,)n) = U(n)L(U(n-‘)x,)cn= 
L(x,)U(n)Q,(n-‘)cri= L(x,)U(n)cQ,(.)~‘. =L(x,)U(n)cn-‘=L(x,)c”n. 
Alternately, we can simply “isotope” the special case n = U: in J= J(“) for 
u = e, + Q2(n) ~’ we have a triangle e”, = e,, C, = Q2(n), ii = n with 3, = Ji, 
z(xi) = L(xi), ? = 8(C) = U(n) U(L)) = U(n) on Jr, = U(n)-’ on J,, 
= U(n) Q,(n)-’ on M, so c”n = (,5(x,). L(x,))” n = (I z(x,))” ii 
= @ii)(L(x,) -z(x,)ii) = U(n) L(Q2(tzp’) L(x,). .L(x,)n = U(n) 
L(x,)...L(x,)Q2(n)~’ n= U(n)c~‘. 
Replacing c by cL( Q ,(n )) yields the polynomial form 
(7”) U(n) cn = PI(n) c%. 
We have established this for all invertible n, so by general philosophical 
principles (see the Laurent Trick (4.2)) it must be true for all n. Notice that 
in previous versions the result was only used for invertible n, which 
required intricate verifications that there were enough such elements. 1 
In any Peirce-2-space of a Jordan triple we can define squares of com- 
mutators: For x, )‘, z E J2(c), c = c3, put 
[x, y]’ := {x, c, P(y).?) -P(x) P(j)c 
-P(y) P(X)c (P(c)x = X), 
or more generally 
also 
fTcx7 Yl) := ux, Y) UY, -f) - W(x) fwc, c) 
-e-x) JYY) - KY) P(X), 
[[x, y], z] := {XJZ} -L { yxz}. 
These definitions are motivated by the following fact: For any unital 
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specialization cr of the Jordan algebra JZ(c)“’ in End V (a: Jz(c) -+ End V’ 
linear with a(P(x)j) = a(x) a(y) a(x), a(c) = I) we have 
a([.& ,,I*) = [Q(X), &91*, 
(1.8) o(P([x, yl) --) = [4x), a(y)1 4mgx), a)1 
dCC.% F13 rll)= CCdx), d.Y)l> d:)l. 
Applying this to J, = J,(e) in a triangulated triple and 0 = L yields 
(1.9) If the Jordan ideal of J, generated by P( [J,, J,])J, 
is all of J, (e.g., if J, is simple and [J,, J,]’ #O), 
then M = Cu. 
For, by assumption, e, is the sum of elements which are built up from 
P( [J,, 5,])J, using multiplication operators. By (1.8) the image of 
this sum under the specialization 0 = L has the form L(e,) = 
Cc,,[L(.\-,,), L(.r,,)]c,,thereforeM=C[C,,C,] CMcCuby(1.6.13). 1 
We have a general formula 
(1.10) Q,(CW,L Uy,)lfiz) + P(m)[-u,, jil’= 0 
relating commutator-squares: Q,(-Xi . (~7; ’ m)) + Qj( .I’; . (-T; m)) - QA-x~ 
(yi .m), y, .(.ui .m)) = P(y, .m) P(,fi)e, + P(xi .m) P(jj)ei - Q,(yi .m, 
(P(x,)ji) .m) (by (1.3.8) and (1.3.4)) = P(M)(P(~,) P(x,) + P(.Ui) P(yi)- 
Pt.?,, P(.U,) yi))ei. I 
1.11. Remark. If C is commutative, then, by (1.8), Ker L contains all 
P(C-x,, .v,lk, and CCx,, .v,I,:~ ] (and in characteristic 2 all {x,~~z,}). If L 
is faithful (L(x,) =0 --t x, =0) these elements must vanish in J,, so if 
in addition Ji is nondegenerate, we know from [S] that J, c 52: for a 
commutative associative 52, without nilpotents. 1 
Quite often (see below) faithfulness of L can be checked on the 
triangular element u alone: We call u fuitlzful if it is faithful to J, : 
=, .u=o-+- -0 -1 - in J, (u-faithfulness). 
1.12. FAITHFULNESS CRITERION. A triangular element u is automatically 
faithful !f any of the,following hold: 
( 1) J is *-special: P(x) y = x7x and P(e) y = J in A; 
(2) J, is nondegenerate (e.g., if J is nondegenerate); 
(3) 4 Ek; 
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(4) M= Cu and J has zero extreme radical; 
(5) J, contains no trivial “centraP’ *-ideal Z, = 2, 4 J,: 
P(Z,)J, = (Z,J,J,} =2Z, =O. 
Proof: (1) If (z,e,u) =0 then O=el(=,e,ufu=(e,,-,e,)u’ (since 
e,ue, =0) =e,ilele, =e,zle, =zl in e,Ae,. (2) 0= P(z, .u)J, = 
P(z,) P(u)J, (by (1.3.8)) = P(z,)J, =P(zl)J, so such z, is trivial. 
(3) O=T(z, .u)=2zi (by (1.6.5)). (4) zi .u=O+z, .M=z, .Cu=z,C*u 
(by (1.6.10)) = C*z, u = 0 (note here that extreme radical = {z, + zz; 
zi.M=O}). (5) Z, = (~EJ,; rli .u=O} is such an ideal: F1 .u=m=O, 
P(Z,)J=O (above (2)), 22, =0 (above (3)), P(J,)Z, cZ, (P(xl)zl .u= 
X, .(T, .(x, .u)) = X, .(.Y?.(=, .u))=O), {zlJ,J,) = P(z,, J,)P(e,) 
P(u)J? = P(z-, .u, J, .u)J, (by (1.3.8)) =O. 1 
1.13. EXAMPLE OF UNFAITHFUL U. Let C = k 10 kz be the ring of dual 
numbers in characteristic 2 (so C has unit 1 and z2 = 0), and make J= 
Ce, @ (ku @ Cv) @ Ce, into a C-module by letting C operate on e, , v, and 
e, by left multiplication and requiring Ann.(u) = kz. Putting 
q(c,e, @(y~@cv)@c,e~)=c,c~ +y’+c2~l+ycz (WEC arbitrary) defines 
a quadratic form q: J-C, and S: J-+J: c,e, @(yu@cv)+c,e, -+ 
cze, @ (yu@cv)@c,e, is an involutory isometry. Then P(x)y= 
q(x, Sy)x - q(x) Sy defines on J a Jordan triple system (actually a Jordan 
algebra with unit e=e, +e,) with a triangle (e,, U, e2) and an unfaithful U: 
,- u = 0, yet : # 0. (This is a special example of a Clifford system to be 
discussed in Section 3.) 
In some instances we might even have C-faithfulness: 
cu=OforcEC-+c=OinEndM (C-faithfulness). 
1.14. C-FAITHFULNESS CRITERION. A triangular element u is C,faithjiil if 
any of the following hold: 
(1) J is *-special P(x) y = .xjjx and P(e) y = j for an associative A 
with involution ; 
(2) M=Cu: 
(3) J, contains no *-ideal Z, =z, $I J, with P([J,, J,])J, + 
[[J, , J, 1, J,] c Z, (or in characteristic 2 with {J, J, J, } c Z, ). 
ProoJ: (1) If c=CL(x,)...L(x,) has cu=O then O=e,(cu)u= 
e,(C x, ... x,u)u (since L(x,)m=x,e,m+me,x, =x,m+mx, and any 
term A, i uA , , vanishes) =e,(Cx, ~~~x,,)u2=~x, . ..x.,, so also 0= 
(C x, ..’ x,)m=e,(C L(x,)...L(x,)m); Dually O=u(cue,) implies 0= 
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c I X,] ...x and O=m(C.~,...x,)=(CL(.~,)...L(x,)m)e,, so 0= 
e,(cm) + (cm)e, = L(e,)(cm) = cm, i.e., c=O. (2) As in (1.12) 
cu=O+cM=O, so c=O in EndM. For (3) let Z={c~C;cu=Oj, Z, = 
(z, EJ,; ZL(z,)=O}. Then Z=Z implies Z, =Z, (ZL(?,)= - - 
ZL(,-, ) c ZL(z,) = 0); as we saw in (2) Z satisfies ZCu = 0, hence 
(*I zccu.x, )> UY,)l = 0 
since [L(s, ), L( y,)] M c CM by (1.6.13). Therefore in characteristic 2, 
ZL({x,y,z,}) = z(L(x,)L(y,)L(z,)+L(z,)L(J,)L(x,)) = 2ZL(x,) 
L(j,)L(z,)=O and j”,Y,-‘,}~Z,, in general P([x,,?,,])z, and 
CC-u,, y,l, =,I EZ, by (1.8) and (*I. Z, is an ideal since it is a linear space 
which is inner (ZL(P(z,)x,)=ZL(z,) L(X,) L(z,)=O) and outer (by 
commutativity (*) ZL(P(.x,)z,) =ZL(.u,) L(5,) L(x,) = ZL(Z,) Lo = 0, 
zL({.~,J’,-‘,))=zI,L(~~,)L(Y,)L(=,)} =zL(,-,)(L(P,)L(~,)+L(x,)Lo;,)) 
=O). If J, contains no such Z, 4 J, then we must have Z, = J,, e, EZ,, 
Z = ZL(e,) = 0, and u is C-faithful. 1 
1.15. PROPOSITION. Let J he triangulated. Then J is nondegenerate ijf J, 
and Q, are nondegenerate, and J is simple z’f J, is simple and Q, is non- 
degenerate. 
Proof. Suppose J, and Q, are nondegenerate; then via (*) Jz and Q2 
are also nondegenerate. If ,- =z, +m +zz is trivial then so are the 
z, = P(e,)’ z, hence z, = 0 by nondegeneracy of J,, and z = nz; then 0 = 
P(z)ej = P(m)e, = Qi(m), and Qi(m, M) =0 since each Qi(m, n) is trivial 
in Ji (P(Q,(m,n)) = P({ mejn}) = P(m) P(ej) P(n) + P(n) P(e,) P(m) + 
L(n, e,) P(m) L(e,, n) - P(P(n) P(e,)m, m) = 0 from P(m) = P(z) = 0 and 
P(ej)m = 0), so m E Rad Qj = 0 shows m = 0, z = 0, and J is nondegenerate. 
Conversely, suppose J is nondegenerate. Then it is well known that J, 
inherits nondegeneracy (P(z, ) J = P(z, ) J, ). To see Rad Q, = 0 consider 
mERad Q,; then m*ERad Qz by (1.6.2) and m* = -m since T,(m)= 
Q,(m, u)=O, som~RadQ, nRadQ?.Then P(m)M=O, and we will show 
m=O by showing P(m)J= P(m)J, + P(m)J2 vanishes. But 
P(P(m)x,)J, = P(m) P(x,) P(m) P(u)J; 
= P(m)CP({x,mu}) + P(P(x,) P(m)u, u) 
- L(-Xi, m) P(U) L(m, xi) - P(U) P(m) P(xi)] Jj’ 
= -P(m) P(u) P(m) P(x,) Jj’ 
= -P(P(m)u) P(x,)J;=O 
from P(m)u=O and L(xi, m) =0 on M (L(x,, m)M= Qi(xi .6z, M) = 
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Q(2i .m, M) = -Yi . Q,(M, li;i) - Qi(m, Xi . ii;i) = 0 for m E Rad Qi). Thus 
P(m)x, is trivial in J,, and therefore vanishes. 
(Alternately, zi = P(m)x, will vanish if it is trivial in Ji, hence if 
P(P(zj) J;) = 0. But 
P(P(,-,)J,) = &,I P(J,) Phi) 
= P(L,) P(J,) P(m) P(x;) P(m) 
= [P({=jJim})+ P(P(zj)P(J,)m,m)-P(m)P(Jj)P(zj) 
- L(z,, Jj) f’(m) L(Jj, zj)] P(Xi) f’(m) 
= P(Zi . c-r, .nz)) P(x,) P(m), 
so it s&ices if zj .M=O, which follows from {zje,M} = (P(m)x,, ej, M} 
= P(L(M, e,)m, m)x; - P(m)L(ej, 44)x, E {Q;(m, M), x;, m) - P(m)M 
= 0.) 
If J is simple then J, is simple by [6] (and J is automatically non- 
degenerate). Conversely, if J, is simple so is J,, and they are automatically 
nondegenerate, and so Rad Q, = 0 guarantees J is nondegenerate. If la J 
is a nonzero ideal then I = I, 0 NO I,, so by simplicity of J, either Z, = 0 
(then I, =I?=0 and Q,(N)+Q,(N, J,,)cZnJ, =O-+NcRadQ, =O, 
so Z=O) or I, =J, (then I2 =J2, Jlz = {e,e,J,,}cN, so Z=J). This 
shows J is simple. 1 
Remark. A more careful analysis works for any J= J, @J,, @J,: 
(i) J is nondegenerate if Ji are nondegenerate and the Qi are nondegenerate 
and (ii) J is simple if Ji are simple, Qi are nondegenerate, and J,, # 0. 1 
We will encounter polarized Jordan triple systems T = T+ @ T- 
satisfying 
P(T”)T”=O=L(T”, T”)T, P(T”)T-“c T” 
for 0 = f In this case Y“ = (T+, T- ) is a Jordan pair. If T is also a 
triangulated triple, then e=e+ +e is invertible, so (T+, T-) E (J, J) for 
J= T+(‘-) via (Id, P(e-)): (J, J) -+ (T+, T-) and the Jordan algebra J is 
triangulated by (e:, u+, e: ). 
1.16. POLARIZATION CRITERION. For a faithful1.v triangulated J the 
following are equivalent: 
(i ) J is polarized; 
(ii) J, is polarized (as subsystem of J) or, equivalently, J, is polarized; 
(iii) C, is a polarized Jordan triple system with respect to 
p(L(x,))L(Y,)=L(p(x,)Y,)=L(x,)L(Y,)L(x,). 
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In this case the Jordan pair (J’ , J- ) is isomorphic to (J, j), where 3 is a 
fbithfully triangulated Jordan algebra. Moreover, (J+, J ) is simple (or non- 
degenerate) &f the same holds for 3. 
Proof. Every polarization J= J+ @J induces one of J,, since e, = 
e,+ + e,-~, where (e,+ , e,- ) is an idempotent of the Jordan pair ‘, = (J +, J ), 
and we have J, = J,(ei) = J+ 0 Jim for Y i(e,+, e, ) = (J:, J; ), so (i) * (ii). 
By faithfulness and (1.3.7) J, 2 C, under s, *L(.x,), showing (ii)* (iii), 
and therefore it only remains to prove (ii) 3 (i), which is the main asser- 
tion of this criterion. 
Asssume J, is polarized. Then the polarization is given by I, = ZT @ I, 
for c = P(e;) P(e,-‘) (e, =e: @elm E J: @J; ). The automorphism * 
carries this over to a polarization of J, given by Pi = P(e;) P(ez L, for 
(1) 
We get a linear decomposition 
J,z = JAO J,z, J’i2 = 1’;1( J,,) for I’iz = L(e’;, e, “) 
since the PiI are idempotents (L(e’;, e, “)‘= L(P(ei)e, I, e; ‘:) + 
2P(e’;) P(e, ‘)= L(e’,, e1 ‘)+O on J,?) which are supplementary, hence 
orthogonal, since I = L(e,, e,) = L(e:, e;) + L(e, , e:) because 
I,( e’;, efi ) = 0 from the special case x = e;“, y = e;’ of 
(3) .(xe: v) =O= P(e;)J’ =+UP(ef).u, y)=O=L(y, P(e’j)x) 
(L(P(e”;).u, y)= -L(P(eT)y,x)+L(e;, {.Y,$, y))=O). The case x=e;‘, 
~1 E J” of (3) (note (e,- I., e;, y} = 0 for any y E J2, any v E J; by polarization, 
and >‘E Jy2 since L(e,-‘:, e;)= 1. i: on JIz) yields 
L(e’;, J’) = L(J”, eq) = 0. 
This shows {J;, e;, J”) = P(e”,)J”=O, so by (3), 
(4) L(J;, J’:) = L(s:, Jj) = 0. 
Next, for 9, J+’ E Jjz, 
ie ; Eyy ] = ie ; E , x6, t( y’, e ;“)ef } 
= -{L(v”,e;“)e,“,x”,e;~+L(y”,e,“){e;”x”e”,~ 
+ {e;“, L(e,“, f)x”, e; > = 0 
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(by (4) and the polarization of J,), therefore L(.u”, I”) = L( {Ye; ‘:e; ), us”) + 
t(e;, {e;m”~~“~“)) = [L(x”, e;‘), L(e;, y”)] =0 by (4), so 
(5) L(J;,, J;,) = 0. 
Now we are able to establish 
(6) 
since L(e;, e;“).ulr = P(U) L(e;’ , e;) P(u).u = P(u)[P({e;-“e;u}, u)x- 
P(u) L(ey, e;‘).r] = P(u)ju c.~~) -P(u)’ xL = P(u)(ux”u} -Y (by (5) 
twice) = 2P(u)’ .Y” - .Y” = .Y” = L(ep, e;“)~~~. This shows that * respects 
the polarization of J,z as well, so (4) and (5) yield L(q, J”) = 
L(J’:, J;) = L(Zj,, J;,) = 0, thus 
(1) (yJI:J} ~0. 
The other polarization condition 
(11) P(J’ )J’ = 0, P(J’)J -rcJ’: 
is easy to establish, because the polarization is given by structural transfor- 
mations 
(7) I’ = B(e, I’, e’;) B(e,‘:, e;) 
= B(eF”, e;) B(e;“, et), I”‘=z-’ 
and thus we immediately have P(F) J” = P(I”(J)) Zv( J) = I’:P(J) I -“PJ 
vanishes if ye # -6, and lands in Z’(J) = J”. Indeed, to see that (7) holds, 
simply observe that B(e,“, e;) reduces on Ji to I- L(e,:“, e;) + P(e,-“) P(ef) 
= Z-2Zp”+Zp” = I” [L(e,:‘, ee) = L(e,:“, ef)Z-” = L(e,, e,)Zp”=2Zp” by 
polarization of J,], on J,, to I- L(e,:“, e::) = I- ZZ” (by (6)) = I”, and on 
J, to I. 1 
One of the main purposes in obtaining a coordinatization theorem for 
non-semisimple triple systems is to be able to describe bimodules. Recall 
that in general a bimodule for a Jordan triple system J over k is a k-module 
A4 together with compositions p(.u)m and .Z(z, -v)m linear in z, y, m and 
quadratic in x having the property that the split null extension 
E=J@M, P(-xOm)(yOn) = P(x)yO (p(x)n + 1(-u, y)m) 
is again a Jordan triple system containing J as a subsystem and M as 
a trivial ideal ([S, Sect. 21 or [7]). If J contains an invertible tripotent e 
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(as is the case for triangulated triples) then M splits into three different 
sub-bimodules, namely the Peirce spaces relative to e: 
E= E,(e)OE,(e)@E,(e) for J=J,(e), 
where 
E,(e) = J@ M,(e) and M,(e) = { ITZ EM; p(e)‘nt = m) is a unitul 
himodule, 
E,(e) = M,(e) = {m E M; f(e, e)nz = rni is a special bimodule, 
P(X) = 0 on M,(e) (see lemma below), and 
E,(e) = M,(e) = { m E M; /(e, e) m = 0 = p(e) m} is trivial, 
I(x, y) = p(x) = 0 on M,(e), 
because Jc E,(e). 
1.17. SPECIAL BIMODULE CRITERION. The special himodules of J with 
J= Jz(e) ure nothing else but unital specializations of the Jordan algehru J“” 
( U, = P, P,) in endomorphism algebras: 
Any unitul specialization (T of J”’ in End A4 (a: J-t End M linear satisfy- 
ing o( U,y) = o(x) a(y) a(.~) and a(e) = I) makes M into a special bimodule 
via 
I(x, y) = a(x) a(j), P(X) = 0 (j= P,y). 
Conversely, if M is a special bimodule for J, then o(x) = 1(x, e) is a unital 
specialization of J”‘. 
Proof Since special bimodules always have p(x) = 0, they are charac- 
terized by the existence of a bilinear map 1: J x J + End M satisfying 
(*) 
4% y) 4x, z) = I(& y, z), 4z, x) I( y, x) = l(z-, P, y), 
I(e,e)=Z. 
It is easily verified that 1(x, y) = a(x) a(j) satisfies (*). Conversely, given a 
special bimodule M of J we have a(x) o(y) o(x) = 1(x, e) I( y, e) 1(x, e) = 
4x3P,y)4x,e) (by (*I) =4P,P,y,e) (by (*)) =4Uxv). I 
We will later describe unital bimodules for hermitian matrix systems. 
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2. HERMITIAN COORDINATIZATION 
In this section we characterize the triangulated hermitian matrix systems 
and derive a coordinatization theorem for them. An (associative) coor- 
dinatc .systrm (D, D,,, 71, ) consists of a unital associative algebra D with 
inwhrtion rt, and an crutomorphism of period 2 commuting with rc. 
together with a stable rc-ample subspace D, c H(D, n) [D,, c D,. 1 ED,,, 
d; = d,,, ddO d” E D,, for all do D, d,, E DO]. The hermitian matrix .~~‘strnz 
H= HAD, Do, n, ) consists of all 2 x 2 matrices over D which are her- 
mitian (X= F’) and have diagonal entries in D,, with triple product 
P(X) Y = XP’X = XYX. Thus H is spanned by elements 
(2.1) 
dO[ii] = d,E,,, 
d[ 12]= dE,, + d”E,, = dn[21] (do D, do E DO) 
with products 
P(d,[ii]) cO[ii] =dOCO dO[ii] 
P(d[ij]) co[j] -cd?, dn[ii] 
(2.2) 
P(d[12])c[12]=dF”d[12] 
{dO[ii] cO[ii] d[ij] ) = do?, d[ij] 
idO[ii] d[ij] cO[jj] 1 = do ;Sc,[ij] 
(d[ij] h[ji] dO[ii]) = (d7;d, + d,6” d”)[ii]. 
Such a system is triangulated by e, = 1[ 111. el = 1[22], u = 1[ 121 with 
dO[ii] .d[ij] =d, d[ij] (d,[11].d[12]=d0d[12], 
4)[22]~412]=d4[12]) 
(2.3) Q,(d[ij]) = ddk[ii] (Q1(412l)=dd"Clll, 
Qz(4121)=d"4221) 
T,(d[ij]) = (d+ d”)[ii]. 
We say H is diagonal if the diagonal coordinates DO generate all coor- 
dinates D; the archetypal example of a nondiagonal matrix system is when 
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D = quaternations, D, = k. In this case H,(D, D,, x) is really a Clifford 
system ke, @D GJ ke, relative to the quadratic form q(d) = dd in D; see 
Section 3. 
2.4. HERMITIAN COORDINATIZATION THEOREM. For any fuithfulfy 
triangulated triple system J, the hermitian subsystem 
J,, =J, OC(u)OJz 
is a diagonal hermitian matrix system 
J,, r H,(D, D,, 7c, ) under x, @d(u)@ y, 2 U-x, 1 d d” 
UY2*) > 
f or 
D = Cl c.U (Cc End,(M) the subalgebra generated by L( J, )), 
Do = C,I,u (C, = UJ, ) = CL 
$7 = &CWM’ 
;I= P(e)<> do P(e). 
We have J, = J ijjj A4 = C(u); this happens if C contains an invertible com- 
mutator (e.g., ifsome [L(x,), L(y,)] . IS invertible on M) or, more generally, 
the Jordan ideal generated by all P( [x,, y,])z, is all of J1 (see (1.9)). 
Proof. (C, C,,, 7t, ) is a coordinate system by (1.6), so its restriction 
CD, Do, n> -) to Cu c A4 is one too. By definition of D we have 
D-faithfulness 
du=O*d=O in D (i.e., dCu = 0) 
since dCu = dC*u (by 1.6.10)) = C* du = 0. Because y, -+ y; is bijective 
and u is faithful to J1, we conclude that cp is a well-defined bijection. It 
clearly commutes with ~ and also with * (use d*u = d”u by (1.6.10) for the 
latter). So, to see that cp is a homomorphism it is enough by 1.4 to show 
that cp preserves products P(x,)y,, P(m)xz, x, .rn (m =du), i.e., 
L(p(.~,)Y,)=L(.~l)L(s1)L(x,), 
L(P(du)x’;) = dL(x,) d”, 
cp(x, .du) = L(x,) d. 
The first equation follows from (1.3.7), the second from (1.6.9), and the 
third from the definition. 
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Thus J, z H,(D, D,, rc, ~ ). Clearly we have J, = J iff Cu = M. To see 
Cu = A4 when C has invertible commutators we apply (1.6.13). [ 
2.5. Remark. Our coordinatization applies only to that part of M 
generated out of u via J, . This need not hold for arbitrary H,(D, D,, rr, ): 
if D, does not generate D then CU < M, and we cannot recover the 
associative structure of D from the Jordan structure of A4 (eg., D = quater- 
nions, D, = k 1, rr = standard involution, = id: here H, looks like 
ke, @ M@ke, = J(q, S) for a quadratic form, and the fact that the 
quadratic form permits an associative composition is not a Jordan proper- 
ty). I 
Our first application of the Hermitian Coordinatization Theorem is a 
description of unital bimodules of H,(D, D,, 71, ~ ). 
2.6. HERMITIAN BIMODULE COORDINATIZATION. Zf J= H,(D, D,, TC, -) is 
a diagonal hermitian matrix system then any unital J-bimodule M which 
(i) is faithful: m, .u=O=-m, =0 (i.e., l(u, e,) p(e,) is injective on 
M) and 
(ii) has M,, = M, Cu, where A4 = M, @ M,2 @ M, is the Peirce 
decomposition relative to the natural triangle in J (this just means 
E,z = C, . u for the split null extension E = JO M) 
has the form 
where (N, N,, 71, ) is a unital coordinate bimodule for (D, D,, n, ) (an 
associative bimodule N for D with commuting linear maps TC, ~ of period 2 
extending 71, on D: (d.n)“=n”.d”, (dn))=&, (nd))=nd, N, is a 
-invariant n-ample subspace of H(N, 7~): dN, d” c N,, for all dE D, and 
n+n”EN,forallnEN). 
Condition (ii) is automatic if the Jordan ideal of D, generated by all 
P([x,, y,])z, (x,, yl, z, EJ,) is all of D,, e.g., $(DO, -) is simple and 
cx,. y,12#0. 
Proof: By (i), UE E,, is faithful for C, = (L(d, em,)} c End E,, and 
(ii) allows us to apply the Hermitian Coordinatization Theorem: E z 
H2(C, C,, n, ~ ) for a coordinate system (C, Co, rr, ~ ). In particular, u is 
C-faithful. Therefore, C is actually the split null extension of D by N= 
{cEC; c~EM,,}=~(M,)D=D~(M,) using l(m,)ol(x,)=l(x, .ml) to 
move l(M,) to left or right, and l(1I4,)~ = 0. The reversal involution x and 
the automorphism ~ on C respect this splitting: D” = D = D, N” = N = N, 
and z 1 D, ~ ID are the given involution and automorphism on D since D, 
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generates D. The ample subspace splits correspondingly: CO = D, ON,, 
N, = L(M, ). The ampleness condition is (d+ n)(d, + n,)(d” + n”) = 
dd, d” 0 (dn, d” + [dd& + n d, d”]) E D, 0 N, and is equivalent to 
dN, d” c N, and nz + n E N, since then ddOn” + n dU dn = (n d, d,), + 
(n d, d”) automatically falls into N,. 1 
If Y is a set of mappings on an algebra A we call I an ideal of (A, Y) 
(written as Z u (A, .Y’)) iff I is an ideal of A left invariant by all s E Y: 
I4A and sI=I for all s E Y. 
We say A is Y-simple or (A, 9) is simple if (A, 9) is not trivial and has no 
proper ideals. For .4p = Qr this is the usual simplicity, for Y = ( * 1, * an 
involution, we have the familiar *-simplicity. Ideals of (D, Y) = (D, 7c, ~ ) 
appear if one studies ideals of hermitian matrix systems: 
2.7. PROPOSITION. The ideals of Hz(D, D,, n, _ ) are exactly the suh- 
spaces 
.for (n, )-invariant submodules B, c DO and B c D such that for d E D, 
dOED,, DEB, andb,EBO, 
(1) bd+b”d”, bd,b”, anddb,d”lie in B,, 
(2) db,, do b, dbd, and bdb lie in B. 
In particular, every ideal of (D, z, -) gives rise to an ideal of 
HAD, Do, 71, ~ 1: 
(3) B 4 (D, n, ~ ) * H,(B, B A D,) 4 H,(D, D,, 7c, ~ ). 
(4) If CD, n,- ) is semiprime, then any nonzero ideal H,(B, B,) con- 
tains an ideal H2( A, A,) for a nonzero A 4 (D, 71, ~ ). 
Consequen tlj 
(5) HAD, D,, 71, ~ ) simple o (D, 71, ~ ) simple. 
Proof: Every ideal I splits relative to (e, , e2): I= I,, @ I,, @ I,,. Since 
Iii = P(e,)Iii = P( l[ 12])Ij we may assume 
Z= H,(B, B,)= B,[ll] @ B[12]@ B,[22] 
for submodules B, c D, and Bc D. A systematic evaluation of the con- 
ditions P(H,)I+ (H,H,I} + P(I)H, c I using (2.2) shows that H,(B, B,) 
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is anideal ofH,(D,D,)iff for c, LED, cO, d,,eD,, a,bEB, anda,, b,EB, 
the following expressions lie 
in B,: d&, d,,, b, &b,,, c0 hobo + b, &c,, b ;i,b”, db, d”, dd,,bX+ b d,, d”, 
b dd, + d, d”b”, db d,, + dObn d”, dcb, + bOcn d” 
in B: db* d, bd*b, cd*h+ bd*c*, b,&d, d,,b, d, d,c,b, bC,d,, d&d,, 
d&b,, b, dd,,, d,$cc,, do dbb,. 
These conditions easily reduce to ( 1 ), (2) respectively (note that db de B 
forces dbc + cdb E B hence do b = db + bde B and thus also { cdb } = 
co(dob)-{cbd}EB). N ow (3) immediately follows using the ampleness 
of D,. 
The direction 3 of (5) follows trivially from (3) and the direction e 
from (4): if 0 # H2( B, B,) 4 H,( D, D,, rc, - ) then B 3 A = D by simplicity 
of (D, 7t, ~ 1, so B= D. But then also B, = D, (because bD,b” c B,), so 
HA& 4) = Hz(D, 4,). 
For (4) let 0 # H,(B, B,) u H2(D, D,, n, -). We claim that there exist b, 
b, E B with bb, b #O. Indeed, otherwise bBb=O for all bE B, thus 
bdb Dbdb = 0 by (2) for all b E B and d E D, saying that b db is an absolute 
zero divisor of the semiprime D, so b db = 0 for all dE D. But then b is an 
absolute zero divisor, thus b = 0 for all b E B, a contradiction. Therefore, for 
a suitable choice of b, b, E B we have 0 # I = Dbb, b D is an ideal of the 
associative algebra D contained in B: d, bb, b d, = {d, b, b,, b d,} - 
b(d,b,d,)bEB. Then O#A=I+T+I”+I”a(D,q -) is contained in B, 
so HJA, A,) c B for A, = A A B,. 1 
The description of (rc, ~ )-simple algebras is twice as long as that of 
*-simple algebras. 
2.8. PROPOSITION. For commuting involution IT and involutory 
automorphism , the (71, )-simple associative algebras (C, TT, - ) are 
precisely all 
(I) simple C with internal involution z and automorphism ; 
(II) rc-simple C= D q D” z D EB Dop with exchange involution n for 
simple D with internal involutory automorphism ~ ((d, b)” = (b, d), (d, b) = 
(a, 6)); 
(III) z-simple C= D 03 D” = D El Dop with exchange involution 71 for 
simple D with internal involution t ((d, 6)” = (6, d), (d, b) = (b’, d’)); 
(IV) non-z-simple, P-simple C = B EEI B z B EE B with exchange 
automorphism - for simple B with internal involution rc ((d, b)” = (d”, b”), 
(4 6) = (6, 4); 
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WI non-n-, non---simple C=A q A” H! 2 EB A”=D EEI D” (D= 
ArnA) =BmB (B=AmA”)f or simple A with exchange involution IT 
and automorphism ~ ((a,, a,, a3, a4Y = (a2, a,, 4, a,), (a,, a,, a3, a,)= 
(4, ujT aI, 02)). 
Proqf. If C is simple we have (I); if C is not simple but is rc-simple it is 
well known that we have C= D q D”; the automorphism can only fix 
the unique ideals D, D” or switch them, where in the first case we have (II) 
and in the second (III) since (h, c) = (g(c), f(h)) of period 2 forces g = f ‘, 
L rt an involution and (h, 0)” = (f(h), 0) f orcefto be an involution. If C is 
not z-simple let B be a proper z-ideal; then (because rt and ~ commute) 
B+B#O and Bni?#C are (rc, )-ideals, hence B + B = C, B n i? = 0, 
C = B El! B. Here B is n-simple since if B, is a proper rc-ideal of B (hence 
proper in C) we have as before C= B, ES &, so B, = B. Once more either 
B is simple, and we have (IV), or B = A ES A” z A ES AoP for simple A with 
exchange involution, and we have (V). 1 
2.9. Remark. For any any algebra (C, rc, ), the symmetric elements 
H(C,7c)= jcd;c”=c) are the maximal ample subspace. If n is the 
exchange involution for C= D q Dop, then H(C, rr) is the only ample 
subspace 
(1) C, = H( C, exchange) 
since then all symmetric elements c = c’ are traces c = d + d” in C,. In this 
case, let (C,) c C be the subalgebra generated by C, = H(C). Then 
(2) D”’ EH D”P(“c (C,) (D”‘= D[D, D] D). 
Indeed, since H(C)=j(d,d);d~D} we have (d,,d,)(d,,d,)-(d,d,, 
d2 d, ) = (Cd,, d,], 0) E (C,>, SO also (d,, d, )( CD, 01, ONd,, 4) = 
(d,[D, D] d,, 0)~ D(” EE Oc (C,). Now (2) follows by z-invariance of 
(C,). As a corollary, 
(3) H,(C, C,, exchange, -) is diagonal (i.e., (C,) = C) iff D = D”’ 
(e.g., D simple noncommutative). 
Sufficiency of D = D ‘I’ for diagonality is immediate from (2). On the other 
hand, if we factor out Co’ = D “’ ES Dop”), the image of (C,) in the com- 
mutative quotient C/C”’ is just the symmetric elements {(d, d); de D/D’“) 
forcing C= C”‘, i.e., D = D”’ by diagonality. 1 
2.10. HERMITIAN SIMPLICITY CRITERION. A hermitian matrix system is 
simple iff it is isomorphic to one of the following: 
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(I) H,(D, D,, T, -)for simple D with 71, ~-; 
(II) Mz(D, -) for a simple D with automorphism -, P(x)y =xjx, 
and (: I;) = ($ 2); 
(III) M,(D, I) for a simple D with involution I, P(x) y=xj’x, and 
m=(;: 5;:); 
(IV) polarized (H,(B, B,, z), H,(B, B,, 71)) for a simple B with 
involution n; 
(V) polarized (M,(A), M,(A)) for a simple A. 
Among the cases (II)-(V), the matrix system is diagonal iff D, B, A resp. are 
noncommutative. 
Proof: The result follows from the previous propositions and the 
remark. Note that always H,(D Etl Dop, D, exchange, -) g M,(D) with 
P(x) JJ = ~jx or X~?X depending on whether is internal or not (since 
under M,(D W Dop) -+I @’ M,(D) q IW,(D)“~ the exchange becomes 
(x, y)” = ( .v’, x’) and H, becomes ( (x, x’)} ). Also, H2( B EE B, B, 83 B,, 7t, 
exchange) = ( H2( B, B,, x), H,(B, B,, 7~)) viewed as polarized Jordan triple 
system. 1 
Since a hermitian matrix system H, = H,(D, D,, X, ) is built out of 
(D, Do, 71, ), algebraic properties of H, can be characterized in terms of 
the coordinate system (D, D,, 7c, )- see, for example, (2.7.5). Other exam- 
ples are given in 
2.11. LEMMA. Semiprimeness (no trivial ideals) and primeness 
(semiprimeness plus finite intersection property ,for ideals) are hereditary>: 
(a) H, is nondegenerate o H2 is semiprime o (D, 7c, ) is 
semiprime o D is semiprime. 
(b) H, is prime o (D, xc, ) is prime. 
Proof (a) Hz nondegenerate implies Hz semiprime which implies 
(D, T ) semiprime by (2.2) and (2.7.3), and this forces D itself to be 
semiprime (if la D has Z2 =O, then i=Z+ 7+ I” + Tn Q (D, 71, -) has 
i’ < 0, so Zc I^= 0). Finally, assume D semiprime and let z E H,( B, B,) be 
an absolute zero divisor, zH,z = 0. Then the components of z in J, , J12, J2 
are also absolute zero divisors. By (2.2) the J,,-component d,,[ii] of ,I has 
d, D, d, = 0. Then d,(d + d”) do = d,(d do d”) d, = 0 shows any d, d d,, is an 
absolute zero divisor, (do d do) c(d, d do) = -d, d d,(d” do?) d, = 0, SO by 
nondegeneracy of D all do d do = 0 and hence d, = 0. But then z = d[ 121 
has d?” d= 0 for all c E D by (2.2) again, hence d is an absolute zero 
divisor, thus d = 0 and : = 0. 
(b) Since every ideal of (D, n, - ) generates an ideal of 
H,(D, D,, 71, ) by (2.7.3), the finite intersection property holds for 
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(D, 71, ) if it holds for H,(D, D,, n, -). Conversely, let H2(Bi, Bai) u 
H,(D, D,, rr, -), i= 1, 2, with zero intersection. Then B, n B, = 0. We may 
assume B, # 0 and B, + 0. Then there exist by (2.7.4) nonzero ideals 
O#A,a(D,z, -) with AicBj. But A, nA,cB, nB,=O, so A, =0 or 
A, = 0 by the finite intersection property of (D, rr, ), a contradiction. i 
3. CLIFFORD COORDINATIZATION 
In this section we show how to coordinatize triple systems coming from 
quadratic forms. In general, if C is a commutative associative k-algebra 
with involution c + C, V a C-module, q: V+ C a C-quadratic form, and S: 
V-+ V an involutory hermitian isometry 
S( cx) = CS( x), q(S(x)) = 4(X)? s2 = I, 
then we get a fill Cltfford system (sometimes also called a quadratic form 
triple) 
(3.1) J(q, 9: P(x) Y = 4(x, SY).u- q(x) S(Y). 
This is actually K-linear for K= H(C, ), the subalgebra of symmetric 
elements of C (and is an “antilinear” triple over C itself). Clearly there is no 
loss of information in assuming V is faithful as a C-module (replacing C by 
C’ = C/Ann V). 
It is easy to see that J(q, S) = J(q’, S’) if q’ = iq, S’= 1s for a unitary 
1 E C (1X= 1 ), so we may always adjust by unitary scalars. The following 
result is easy over fields, but actually holds for any C. 
3.2. CLIFFORD TRIANGLE THEOREM. (e,, u, e2) is a triangle for a fill 
Clifford sItstem J(q, S) iff (q, S) can be normalized so that 
(3.2.1) e,, e, is a hyperbolic pair orthogonal to a unitary u: 
de,) = de,) = de,, u) = de,, u) = 0, q(u) = 
-de,, e,)= 1; 
(3.2.2) S fixes u and negatively shyitches e, and e2: 
S(e,)= -e2, S(e,) = -e,, S(u) = u. 
Proof: It is straightforward to show that if (3.2.1 b(3.2.2) hold then 
(e,, u, e2) is a triangle in the sense of (1.5). From now on we assume 
(e,, u, e2) is a triangle and struggle to establish (3.2.1)-(3.2.2). Direct 
calculation from (3.1) shows 
(3.2.3) q(W) Y) = dx12 4(Y). 
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Further, 
(3.2.4) x invertible in J * q(x) invertible in C 
J= P(x)Jc q(x, J)x - q(x)J shows q(x, J) c q(x, Cx + q(x)J) c 
) so Jc q(x)J; then x = P(x) .V = q(x) = q(x)’ q(y) (by 3.2.3) 
x) q(y) = 1 on q(.u)J= J, hence by faithfulness q(s) q(p) = 1 in C and 
q(x) is invertible in C. In particular, q(e) = E is invertible. From E = q(e) = 
q(P(e)e) = E% we see EE= 1, E is unitary, hence we may scale by A = -E to 
get q’(e) = -Eq(e) = --EE = - 1, i.e., we may replace (q, S) by (q’, S’) so 
that our normalized system satisfies 
(3.2.la) q(e) = - 1. 
If we set si = q(e,) then 0 = q(P(e,)e,) = &fFi, cj = q(P(e)e,) = ( - 1)’ E, = C,, 
so E, = q(P(e,)e,) = sfEi = E:, but e = P(u)e shows - 1 = q(u)*( - 1 ), i.e., 
q(u)‘= 1, so ~~=q(P(u)e,)=q(u)~E,=E, and O=.sfE,=sj=&,. Since 
- 1 = q(e) = E, + q(e,, e,) + .z2 we have 
(3.2.lb) de, ) = de21 = 0, de,, e2) = - 1. 
Thus 0= -q(P(ei)ej, ej) = -q(q(ei, Sej)e,, e,) = q(ei, Se,) and 1 = 
-q(ei, <i) = -q(P(ei)ei, 4,) = -q(q(ei, Sei)e,, e,) = q(ei, Se{), SO 0 = 
{ eieiej} = q(er, Sei)ej + de,, S e i) e, - q(ei, ei)Sei = ei + 0 + Se,, hence 
(3.2.2a) Se, = -e,. 
Finally, we note that U= {e,ue2} =q(e,, Su)e, +q(e,, Su)e, -q(e,, e2) Su 
shows by equating components in Peirce spaces that U= Su and 0= 
q(ei, Su)ei = q(ei, u)ej, hence applying -q( ., ei) as usual gives q(e,, u) = 0, 
(3.2.2b) su = u, 
(3.2.1~) q(ei, u) = 0. 
Then 1 = -q(el, e2)= -q(P(u)e?, e2)= -q(q(u, Se,)u-q(u) Se,, e2) = 
-0+ q(u) q(Se,, e2) (by 3.2.1~) = -q(u) q(e,, e2) (by 3.2.2a) = q(u) (by 
3.2.1 b), establishing 
(3.2.ld) q(u) = 1. 
This shows that the inner products (3.2.1)-( 3.2.2) are necessary consequen- 
ces of triangularity. 1 
Note that (3.2) implies that C acts faithfully on V, indeed on e,: 
ce, =O*c= -cq(e,,e2)=q(ce,,ez)=0. 
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In the triangulated case we get a Peirce decomposition of the module V: 
(3.3.i) V=Ce, @M@Cez 
(3.3.ii) q(c,e, @m@cze,)=q(m)-c,cz, q:M-+C 
(3.3.iii) S(c,e, OmOc,e,)=(-c,e,)OS(nz)O(-(;,e,), S:M-+M _ - 
(3.3.iv) P(c,e, +m+c,e,)(b,e, +n+b,e,)=d,e, @p@dzez 
di = CfEi + c;q(m, S(n)) + gjq(m) 
p= [c,6, +c 6 2 2 + 4(“L Wn))lm + CClC2 - q(nz)l S(n) 
(3.3.v) (c,e, +m+c,e _ 2,b,e, +n+b2e2,c;e, +m’+cie,) 
=d,e, OpOd,e, 
di = q(c,m’ + cim, S(n)) + biq(m, m’) + 2c,c$, 
p = Cc, 6, + c2& + q(m, S(n)] m’ 
+ [c; 5, + c;& + q(m’, S(n))]m 
+ [c, c; + c; C? - q(m, rn’)] S(n). 
Our derived operations of Section 1 are 
(3.4.i) Ce, = Fe,, (c-e,)* = ce, ( ceiY = Ce, 
(3.4.ii) 62 = S(m), m* = T(m)u - m, Qj(m)=q(m)ej, 
T,(m) = q(m uk, 
(3.4.iii) cei.m=(ce,)*.m=cm, 
P(m)(cei)J’ .n = Q,(m). (ce, .n) = q(m) cn. 
In general we need not take the full Peirce spaces Ce, in order to get 
triangulated triples. 
3.5. PROPOSITION. The triple subsystems of a full triangulated Clifford 
system J(q, S) containing (e, , e,, u) are precisely all systems 
J,=J(q,S,C,)=C,e,OM,OC,e,, 
tt’here CO c C and M,, c M satisfy 
(i) lECO, CO=CO, 
(ii) UEM,, S(M,)=M,, 
(iii) C,M, c M,, C, q(M,) c C, (so co . c; c C,). 
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Such J, will be an outer ideal of J [P(J)J, + { JJJO } c JO] iff M, = M, so 
(i)-(iii) reduce to 
(i)’ lcCO, CO=CO, 
(iii)’ C,q(M) c C,. 
When J, is an outer ideal, 
(iv) u is faithful iff Ann,,(u) = 0 (cOu = 0 * c0 = 0 for cO E C,); 
(v) u is C-faithful iff Ann,r,,,(u) = 0 (cu=O= c =0 for c in the 
k-subalgebra k [ C,,] c C generated by C,,); thus we have C-faithfulness if C 
has no 2-torsion or no nilpotents or if 1 E q(u, M); 
(vi) $4 E k or, more generally, if 1 E q(M, M), then C, = C and J, = J 
is full. 
Proof If e, , e2 E J,, then the Peirce decomposition yields J, = 
C,e, OM,OC,e, for k-subspaces Ci c C with 1 ECi; here 
z~EJ~ ou~M,,, so closure under P(e,, ez) shows SM, = M,, closure 
under P(u) with q(u) = 1 shows cj c Gil Ci = e,, and closure under P(e,) 
shows e, = C,, so C, = C, =: C, = C,. Then closure under P(.Y,) y, 
reduces to (iii). If J, is outer, then M = {e, e, M) c { J,J,,J) c J,, shows 
M= M,. Conversely, M= M, and (i’), (iii’) imply P(J)J, + ( JJJO} c J, by 
the multiplication rules (3.3). 
The faithfulness criteria (iv), (v) result from (3.4)(iii). If CU= 0 then 
0 = q(cu) = c’q(u) = c’ and 0 = q(cu, M) = cq(u, M) (so 0 = cq(u, u) = 2~): 
A = Ann.(u) Q C has 2A = A’ = Aq(u, M) = 0, so vanishes if C has no 
2-torsion, no nilpotents, or if 1 E q(u, M). 
If 4 E k then 1 = t q(u, U) E q(M, M), and always Cq(M, M) = 
q(M, CM) = q(M, M) c c,. I 
Such outer ideals will be called ample Clzfford s.vstems (or ample 
quadratic form triples): 
J(q,S C,)=C,OMOC,, 
where C, c C is an ample subspace (1 E Co = e,, C,q(M)c C,) of the 
commutative associative k-algebra with involution c --) S; A4 is a C-module, 
q: M + C is a C-quadratic form, and S: M -+ M is an involutory hermitian 
isometry. The product of J(q, S, C,) is given by (3.1), where S and q are 
extended to V= COMB C by (3.3). As (2.5)(vi) shows, ample Clifford 
systems are full in characteristic 22. 
In the recent characterization of prime Jordan algebras [S], a key result 
was the existence of Zel’manov polynomials which distinguish between her- 
mitian matrix algebras H&A, *) and Clifford forms. In this spirit the 
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following criterion characterizes ample Clifford systems by a polynomial 
identity: 
3.6. CLIFFORD CRITERION. A triangulated J = J, , @ A4 0 J,, is 
isomorphic to an ample Cltfford system J(q, S, C,) tff u is faithful and 
(C) (P(m).~F).n=Q,(m).(.u, .n) 







the s&algebra C of End A4 generated by C, = 
{-U-x,); 11 EJ~,] is a commutative associative 
k-algebra with involution, 
q: M-+ C: m --+ L(Q,(m)) is a C-quadratic form, 
S: M -+ M: m + riz is an involutory antilinear 
isometry, 
Co c C is ample, 
the map cp: J-+J(q,S,C,): v=x,@m@y+ 
L( x 1 ) @ m 0 L( y 1 ) is an isomorphism. 
In short, a faithfully triangulated J is a Clifford system iff d I (J, ; M) = 0. 
where 
d,(xi; m) = L(P(m) x;) - L(Qi(m)) L(xi). 
A linearized form of di is 
TJx,; m) = L( Ti(x, .m)) - L( T,(m)) L(xj), 
indeed, we always have 
(3.7) d,(x,; m, u) = T;(x,; m*) 
(since T;(x,; m*) = L( Ti((x,* .m)*)) - L( T,(m*)) L(xi) = L( T,(x: .m)) - 
L(T,(m)) L(x;) (by (1.6.2)) =L( {m$‘u}) - L(Qi(m, u)) L(xi) (by (1.3.4)) 
= d(x,; m, u)), so in particular 
L!li~OG-I-irO. 
Also, 
because (xi -xi*) .rn = Tj(xi; m) . u by (1.6.2). 
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Before we give the proof of (3.6) we will study the converse of the 
implications di = 0 = fi = 0 =z. (xi - x,? ) . m = 0 (this will be needed in 
Section 4) and derive some general formulas used in the proof of (3.6). 
3.8. (I-* d) LEMMA. If either 
(i) f,(J,; M)-0 
or 
(i’a ) u is faithful, and 
(i’b) (x, -XT) .M = 0 
hold, then A;( Ji; M) = 0 if anql one of the following ca.yes hold: 
(I) $Ek, 
(II) u is CTfuithful. 
ProoJ Since T,(x,;rn)*=Tz(x,*;m*) we have (i)*Ti(Ji;M)=O and 
similarly (i’b) 5 (x, - x,*) . nz. We already noted that (i) * (i’b), so we first 
draw some consequences of (i’b) alone: 
(1 ) L(x;) = L(x,*), 
(2) C is commutative, 
(3) UT,(m)) = UT,(m)) = L(T,(m*)), 
(4) L(Qi(xj .m, n))=UQ,(m, -yj .n)), 
and a consequence of (i) or (i’): 
(5) L(Qitm))=L(Q,tm))=L(Qitm*)). 
Indeed, (1) follows from (i’b); (2) holds since by (1.3.6), L(J,) commutes 
with L(J,) so all generators L(x,), LO,,) = L(y:) of C commute; (3) is just 
(1.6)(2) and (1); by (1.3.4), (4) holds for xi in place of xi, hence holds also 
for xi by L(x,)=L(x*)d(Ji); when f =O then (5) follows from the 
general formula 
(3.9) fj(~,tm);m)=LtQi(m*)-Q,(m)), 
which holds because Qi(m*) - Qi(m) = Q,(T,(m) .u -m) - Q,(m) = 
f’( T;(m)) Q;(U) - Q;( T;(m). U, m) (by (1.3.8)) = P( T,(m))e, + Ti( T,(m) .m) 
- { T,(m)eiTi(m)} (by linearized (1.3.9)) = -P(T,(m))e; + T;(T,(m).m), 
therefore L(Qi(m*) - Qi(m)) = --L( Ti(m))2 + L(T,(T,(m) . m)) = 
r;(T,(m); m). When (i’) holds, then by (1.6.3), (4) 
(Qi(m*) - Q;(m)). u = ri( T;(m); m) . u 
=(T,(m)-T;(m)*).m=O, 
so (5) follows by faithfulness. Under conditions (i) or (i’) we also know 
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(6) A,(x,; m)n = Q,(n, xi . m) .rn - Qi(rz, m) .(xi .m) since Ain = 
P(m)xf . n - Ql(m) (x, . n) = (- {P(m) ei, xf, n)- + {m{e,mxp}n}) - 
Q,(m) . (xi n) = -Q./(m) . (x: .n) + P(m, n)(xy . fi) - Qi(m) (xi .n) = 
-2Qi(m).(xi.n)+P(m,n)(x:.m) (by (5), (1)) = -[L(.Ui)L(Q,(m))+ 
L(Q,(m)) U-x,)ln + QA m, xi .m).n + Qi(n, xi .m).m-Qjm, n).(x, .m) 
(by (2), (1.3.2), (1)) = L(Qr(-xi .m,m)- r.u,e,Qi(m)})n+Qi(n,~~;.m).m 
- Q!(n, m).(x, .m) (by (1.3.9), (5)) = Qi(n, xi .m).m- Qi(n, m).(x, .m) 
(by (1.3.9)). 
We now get (I) immediately: 2 din = L(Q,(.xi .n, m) + Qi(n, x, .m))m - 
CUQ,h ml) U-K~) + U-x,) UQA n, m))lm (by (6), (4), (2)) =O by (1.3.9) 
and (1.3.7). We also get (II): diu= T,(x, .m).m- T,(m).(x, .m) (by (6)) 
= r,(.x,; m) . m and T;(x,; m) u = (xi -x7) nz = 0, so C-faithfulness 
cri=O=c=O yields r, =O and then A,-0. 1 
Remark. Under conditions (i) or (i’) (and without (I) or (II)) we have 
A,(P(.u,) yj; m) = L(x,)” A(?,; m), 
so Ai($; m) = 0 for .Y: = P(.u,)e,, since by (6) and (1.3.7), 
A,(P(x,)y,; m)n = Q,(tz, x, .(yi .(xi .m)).m - Q,(n, m) .(x,. (ji. (xi .m))) 
= Qi(.ui n, xi . (,;, . ~2)) . M - L(.ui)’ Q,(n, m) . (Ji . IPI) (by (1.3.4), (4), and 
(2)) = (P(x,) Q,(n, ?;; ~m))~m+L(x,)2A,(j,;m)n-L(xf) Q,(n, ji .m).rn 
(by (1.3.8) and (6)) = L(.Y,)~ Ai(jj; m)n. Note that linearizing A,(xf; m) = 0 
gives Aj(2.u,; m) = 2A,(.ui; m) = 0. 1 
Remark. Under conditions (i) or (i’) one always has A,(xj; m) Cm = 0, 
since Aj(s,; m) m = Qi(m, I, m) . m - 2Qi(m) . (xi m) (by (6)) 
= {xieiQ,(m)) m - 2Q,(m). (xi .nz)) (by (1.3.9)) = 0 by (1.3.7) and com- 
mutativity of C. 1 
Proof of 3.6. By (3.4) the Clifford condition (C) certainly is necessary. 
So assume J is faithfully triangulated and satisfies (C). Then, as noted 
before, r, ~0, and L(x,) = L(xT) for all x, EJ~, and therefore all the 
consequences ( l)-(6) of (3.8) hold too. In particular, C is commutative. 
We have a quadratic form Q, : A4 -+ J,, , and a specialization J,, 5 C, so 
composing yields a k-quadratic form 
q:M+C by q(m) = UQl(m)). 
This is actually C-quadratic: it suffices to show q(cm) = c2q(m), q(cm, n) = 
cq(m, n) for generators c=L(.u,) of C; but q(L(x,)m)=L(Q,(x,m))= 
UW,)Q,(m)) (by (1.3.8)) = L(.u,)L(Q,(m))L(x,)=L(x,)‘q(m) (by cm- 
mutativity of C) and q(L(x,)m, n) = L(Q,(x, .m, n)) = L(Q,(xT .m, n)) 
= L({m.i?Tn}) (by (1.3.4)) = L(P(m, n)xy) = L(Q,(m, n)) L(x,) (by 
linearized (C)) = L(.u,) q(m, n) (by commutativity of C). 
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The map S(m) =nl is clearly involutory. It is antilinear: S(x, .m) = 
P,(x, .m) = P,L(x,) P,Sm = L(x,) Sm implies S(cm) = TS(m) for CE C. 
It is also an isometry: q(Sm)= L(Q,(m))= L(Q,(m)) (by (1.3.12)) 
= P,L(Q,(m))Pc = q(m). Finally, C, = L(J,,) c C is ample in the sense of 
3.5: 1 = L(e,) E C,, L(xu,) = L(Xl ) E C,, and q(m) L(x,) = L(P(m)x’;) E C, 
by (C). Thus we can form the ample Clifford system J(q, S, C,). 
The map defined in (3.6.5) is k-linear, injective (by faithfulness 
L(.x, ) = 0 =z= x, = 0), and maps onto J(q, S, C,) (by definition of C, = 
L(J, ,) c C); it is a homomorphism by the morphism criterion 1.4 since it 
preserves Peirce spaces, maps the triangle (u, el, ez) onto the triangle 
(u, L(e,), L(e,)), and by (3.3iv) preserves the products 
cp(P(-Yl) ?‘I ) = UP(-y, 1 ?‘I) 
= L(xu,) L(#F,) L(x,) (by (1.3.7)) 
= L(.Y,)” L(j,) (by commutativity of C) 
= d-x, I2 cp(?,l) 
cp(P(m)p’;)=L(P(m)y~)=L(Q,(nl))L(I,,) (by(C)) 
= U.Y,) q(m) = L2(.v1*) q(m) 
= -UY~;) q(m) 
cp(x, .m) = L(x,)m = cp(x,) .m. 1 
Now we are ready to recognize a Clifford part inside any triangulated 
system. 
3.10. CLIFFORD COORDINATIZATION THEOREM. Zf J is faithfully 
triungulated then it contains an ample Cl&ford subsystem 
J, = J(q, s, Cd 
defined by J, = K, @ N 0 K,, where 
(i) N,={n,~M;T,(J~;n,,)=Ofori=l,2}, 
(ii) Kj = (hi E Ji; Ti(k,; C,N,) =O> (where C, is the subalgebra of 
End A4 generated by L( Ji)), 
(iii) N= {REM; d,(J,;n)=d,(J,;n, N,)=ri(T,(n); CiNO)=O for 
i=1.2) 
for operators 
Ti(x,; m) = L( Ti(x, m) 
di(xi; m) = L(P(m) xy) 
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in End,(M). J, always contains the triangle (e,, e,, u) and coincides Mxith J 
iffA,(J,; M)-0. 
Proof: The hard part is proving that J, is a subsystem; since 
A, (J, ; N) = 0 acting on M, we certainly have A, (K, ; N) = 0 acting on N, so 
by the Clifford Criterion (3.6), J, will be an ample Clifford system. 
We have e, E K, and u E N,, N straight from the definitions: from (1.3.7), 
(1.3.12). (1.5), and (1.6.2), 
(1) fi(ei; M) = A,(e,; M) =O, I-,( Ji; u) = Ai( J;; u) = 0 
(2) A,@,; m)* = Ajx,f+; m*), A,(x,; WI) = A,(%,; fi) 
(3) fj(x,; m)* = f,(x,*; m*), fi(x,; nz) = f,(*fi; fi). 
Consequently 
(4) &=N,=N,*, 
and because (Ci . N,)* = C, N, = ( Cj N,) we have 
(5) K, = Ki = fC7, N=N=N*. 
Moreover, 
(6) NcN, 
since I’,(J,; N) = A;(J,; N, u)* (by (3.7) and (2)) c Ai(Ji; N, N,)* =O. This 
in particular shows that N is a k-subspace: all defining conditions for N 
are linear except Ai(J,; n) = 0, however, for n, , n, E N we have 
Ai(Ji; n, +n,)= Aj(Ji; n,, nz) c A,(J,; ni, N,) =O. 
By (1.3) and (5), J, will be closed under triple products as soon as 
(a) K,Nc N, (b) P(Ki)K; c K,, (C) P(N)K; c K;. 
Before proving (a) we need some more formulas: 
(7) [UK,), UJi)l = 0, 
which follows from the more general formula 
(8) CL(xj)* U.Yi)I = fixi; .Y, ’ ~1 (Xi, Yi E Jt) 
(for rj(Jcj; yi .U)=L(TJ.X; .(-Vi .U)))-L(T,(y, .u)) L(xi)=L((xijiei})- 
2L( y;) L(Xi) (by ( 1.6.5)) = L(xi) L( yi) - L( yi) L(x,) by ( 1.3.7)). We also 
have in general 
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(9) d,(x;; )‘j . m) = L(v;) A,(.~;; m) L( JJi) 
+ U.v,) UQ,(m))C4-x,), UY;)I 
since L(P(y,.m)xf’)-L(Qi(yj.m))L(x,) = L(P(y,)P(m).ur)-L(P(~i) 
Qi(m)) L(-xi) (by (1.3.8)) =L(Y;) L(fTm)xi‘) L(Y,)-L(YO L(Qdm)) 
L(Y~) L(Xt) (by (1.3.7)) = L(Yi){ [di(-ri; m) + L(Qi(m)) L(xi)I L(.VO- 
-UP,(m)) U.vi) U.u;)}. Thus 
(10) d;(x,; k, .n) = 0 (k; E K;, n E N) 
since d;(x,; n) = 0 for n E N and [L(x;), L(k,)] = 0 by (7). Linearizing (9) in 
nz gives d,(x,; k, n, k, n,) = 0 for ki E Ki, n E N, and n, EN, since 
di(.v,; n, no) = 0, hence a second linearization ki + k,, ei gives 
d,(x,;k, .n,n,)= --d,(x,;n, k, ‘no), so 
(11) di(J;;k,~n,N,)=O 
will follow from 
(12) K;NocNo. 
But in general for x’= P(x)e,, 
(13) l-,(x;; m) - f-j(x;; xi . m) = f;(x,; m) L(x,) 
since L( T,(x? .rn -xi . (x, .m))) - L( T,(m)) L(xf) + L( T,(x, .m)) L(x,) = 
0 + T,(x;; m) L(xi) by (1.3.7), so linearizing xi --f xi, k, shows 
T,(.u;; ki .no) = --i(k;; xi .no) + ri( {kieix,>; no) - Tj(x;; ~0) L(k,) - 
T,(k,;n,)L(.Ui)ET;(K,;C,N,)+ri(Ji,N,)-r,(J,;N,)L(J,)=O by defi- 
nition of Ki, N,,, hence k, .n, EN, as in (12). The final condition for (a) 
Ki.NcNis 
(14) I-;( T,(k; . n); Ci . N,) = 0, i.e., Ti(ki . n) E K,. 
For m E Ci . N,, this follows from ri( T,(k, .n); m) = I,( Ti( T;(k, . n) .m)) - 
UTj(m))UTi(k, .n)) = L(T,(Tj(n).(ki.m)))-L(Ti(m))L(T;(n))L(k,) 
(because T,(k;; n) = 0) = L( T,(k, . m)) L( T,(n)) - L( T,(m)) L( T,(n)) L(k;) 
(since k,.mECi.No and so ri(Ti(n);ki.m)=O)=L(Ti(m))[L(ki), L(T,(n))] 
(because Ti(ki; m) = 0) = 0 by (7), hence (14) holds and 
(a) K,,NcN 
follows from (lo), (ll), (14). Knowing (a), it is easy to establish 
(b) f’(Ki)Kz =Ki; 
indeed for xi, yi E Ki and m E C, .N, we have L(Tj(P(x,)yi .m)) = 
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L(T;(.u;~(ji~(x;~m))))=L(T;(m))L(x,)L(J,)L(x,) = L(T,(FFz)) L(P(x,)I’,). 
For (c) P(N)Kf c Ki we first reduce the problem 
(15) Q,(N) c Ki = P(N) Kf c K, 
Indeed, t(T,(P(n)kf no)) = L(T,(Ql(ti). (ki ‘m))) (by n E N) = 
L( T,(k, zzz)) L( Q,(zz)) (by assumption Qi(n) E Ki) = L( Ti(m)) L(ki) L(Qi(n)) 
(by ki EK,) = L(T,(m)) L(Qi(n)) L(kz) (by (7)) = L(Tz(m)) L(P(rz)kr) (by 
n E N). To show Q;(n) E Ki we need the general formula 
(16) f,(Q;(m); m*) , z4 = - T,(T,(m); m) . m* WeM), 
which holds because T,(Q;(m);nz*).u= ri(Qi(m);m+m*).u - 
f,(Qi(m);m) .u = r;(Q;(m); T,(m).u).u- T,(Q,(m).m).u + T,(m) 
(Qi(m).u) (by (1.6.3)) =[L(Q,(zzz)).L(T,(z~))] .u-QJm).m-(Q,(m).m)* 
+ L(T,(zzz)) L(Qi(nz))zz (by (8) and (1.6.3)) = Qi(m).(m+m*)- Qi(m) .rn 
- (Q,(zzz) . m)* (by (1.6.3) and (1.3.10)) = (Q,(m) - Qi(m*)) . m* = 
-I-,( T,(m); m)nz* (by (3.9)). We also need the formula 
(17) P(n) Ti(m)p = T,(Q;(n) .nz) (n E N, m E ci . N,). 
By u-faithfulness it suffices to show that [P(n) T,(m)“- T,(Q,(n) .rn)] .u = 
Q,(Fz). (m +nz*)- Qi(n) .FII- (Qi(n).m)* (by zz~ N, (1.6.3)) = (Q,(zz- 
Q,(n)*) .rzz* = r,(Q,(zz); zzz*) .U (by (1.6.12)) vanishes. Now linearize m -+ 
n + E.m in (16) and take coefficients of 1. to get r,.(Q,(n); m*)zz + 
f,(Q,(n, in); n*)u = - f,( T,(n); n) .m* - f,( T,(n); m)n* - r,( T,(m); n)n*. 
For rz~NcN,, we have ri(J,;n)=Tj(J,;n*)=ri(T,(n);m)=O, so 
fi(Qi(zz); zzz*) . u = 0, establishing (17). We finally can prove 
From (17) we have ri(Qj(zz); m) = L( T,(Q,(n) .))I)) -L( T,(m)) L(Q,(n)) = 
L(P(n)Ti(m)“)-L(Q,(n))L(T,(m))+ CUQ,b)),L(T,(m))l = d;(T,(m);n) 
+fi(Qi(n); T,(m).u) (by (8)) =O+ri(Qi(n);m+m*) (by zz~ N, (1.6.3)), 
so r,(Q,(zz); m*)=O, and (18) follows because (C, N,)* = Cj. N,. Note 
that by (15) and (18) we are finally done. 1 
3.11. Remark. Instead of symmetric definitions of N,, N we can define 
them via i= I alone: 
(i) T,(J,;rn)=O*nz~ N,, 
(ii) d,(J,;m)=d,(J,;nz, N,)=T,(T,(m);C, .N,)=O-mEN. 
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Note r2(J2; m)* = T,(J,; m*), and in general 
ri(xj; m -m*) = L( T;(f,(xj; m) . a)) 
by L(T,(.uj~(m-m*)))-L(T,(m-m*))L(.u,)=L(~,(x,~m-x~~m))-O 
(by (1.6.2)) =L(Ti(Ti(.~,;m)u)) (by (1.6.12)). In particular, T,(J,;m)=O 
implies T,(J,; m*) =O, establishing (i). For (ii) note that the last 
part of the assumption says T,(m) E K,, hence d,(J,; nr)* = 
A,(J,;m*) = A,(J,; T,(m).u)-A,(J,;m, T,(m).u)+A,(J,;m)=O since 
T,(m)EK, *T,(m).zt~K, .ucN, also A,(J,;m,N,)*=A,(J,;m*,N,*) 
= A,(J,; T,(m).u,N,)-A,(J,;m,N,)=O using N,*=N,, T,(m).uEN, 
and finally T,(T,(m); C, .N,)*=T,(T,(m*); C, .N,)=O because 
T,(m*) = T,(m). I 
3.12. Remark. A slightly smaller Clifford subsystem is J,, = 
K,, + N, + K,, for K, = {ki; Ti(ki; M) = 0) and N,, = {H E M; A,(J,; n) = 
Ai(Jj;n,No)=T;(T,(n);M)=O). m 
3.13. EXAMPLE. If J = H,(D, D,, rr, ) is a hermitian matrix system as 
in Section 2, then 
for L, = left multiplication in D. With Z= {z E D; [z, Do] = 0}, the 
Clifford subsystem J, of J constructed in (3.10) becomes 
J,=H,(Z,ZnD,,n, -) 
=(ZnD,)[11]@Z[12]@(ZnD0)[22]. 
(Note N, =Z[lZ], whence dO[l l] E K, iff [d,, (Do)Z] =0 for (D,) 
the subalgebra of D generated by D,; since CL <Do)Zl= 
<D,)C4, Zl+ Cd,, (D,)lZ= C4, (&)lZ we get K, =(Z~&)C111. 
By (3.10.6) always Nc N, =Z[l2], and Z[12] c N easily follows 
from (*).) 
The Clifford subsystem J,, of (3.12) will in general be smaller in this 
example: with Z, = {z E D; [z, D] = 0) c Z and Y, = {I’ E D; [J: Do] = 
O=[J’+f,D])cZwe have 
J, =(Z,, nD,)CIIlCD YoC1210(Zo n4,N221 
Other Clifford subsystems can be obtained as follows: let E be a com- 
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mutative subalgebra of (D, 7c, ~ ); then the subsystem H,(E, En D,,, TC, - ) 
is Clifford by (3.6): d,((EnD,)[ll]; E[l2])=0 by (*). 1 
3.14. CLIFFORD SIMPLICITY CRITERION. If C acts faithjidly on M then an 
ample Clifford system 
J(q, S, C,)=C,e, OMOC,e, 
is simple [ff 
(1) q: M + C is nondegenerate and 
(2) (C, ) is simple, 
in bt1hic.h case u is C-faithful. 
ProqJ: We first show q is nondegenerate as soon as J has no proper 
ideal of trivial elements: 
(*) R=Radq= {zEM;q(z)=q(z, M)=O} aJ has P(R)J=O. 
Indeed, CR c R by quadraticity of q (q(cz) = c2q(z) = 0, q(cz, M) = 
cq(z, M) =0) and S(R)= R by q-orthogonality of S (q(S=)= q(z) =O, 
q( Sz, M) = q( Sz, SM) = q(z, M) = 0), so P(R)J=O by (3.3.iv) (since 
q(R) = q( R, S(n)) = 0) and P(J) R c R by (3.3.iv). Similarly, { JJR} c R by 
(3.3.~). Since R c M c J, if J is simple we must have R = 0 as in (1). 
To see that simplicity implies (2), suppose B were a proper ideal of 
(C, -). Then I= B,e, @ BM@ B,e, is an ideal of J for B, = Bn Co: it is 
an ideal by (3.3) since the coeffkients of e, all have at least one factor from 
B = B, and lie in C,, hence lie in B, (note S( BM) = EM, q(M, BM) = 
Bq( M, M), q( BM) = B2q( M)), while all terms in M have at least one factor 
B (q(BM) + q( BM, M) c B by the above). If J is simple then either I= J 
(so lEB,cBaC*B=C)orI=O(so BM=O=>B=Obyfaithfulnessof 
C on M). 
Once (C, ~ ) is simple, the proper ideal Ann&u) a (C, ~ ) must vanish 
and u is C-faithful. 
For the converse, suppose (1) and (2) hold. Any ideal I a J has Peirce 
decomposition Z=B,e,@N@B,e,. Now if Z#J=P(e)J then e$Z, so 
e, $ I (else e=e, + P(u)e, EZ), so no b, is invertible in C (if 6;’ E C then 
h,‘E(C)2kC” and e, = 6i6c2e, = P(b0e,)(6;‘e,) E P(Z)Jc I). By (2) 
either C= F or (C, -) = (F H F, exchange) for a field F, so & = 
B, c C, c C not invertible forces B, = 0 (easy if C = F, if C = F EH F then 
h, = (cz, 0) or (0, ~1) so B, 3 6, + 6, = (~1, cc) not invertible forces c1= 0); but 
then q(N)+q(N,M)cB,=O by (3.3) forces NcRadq=O by (l), so 
B, = N=O and Z=O. 1 
3.15. Remark. Since (C, ~ ) is simple iff either C = F is a field with 
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automorphism ~ or C = F q F is polarized for a field F and ~ = exchange 
automorphism, it follows that a simple J(q, S, C,) is either (I) J(q, S, F,) 
for a nondegenerate Q over a field F and an ample subspace F,, c F, or (II) 
polarized (J(q, S, F,), J(q, S, F,)), where J(q, S, FO) is as in (I). 1 
Rather than assuming that the whole Clifford system J(q, S, C,) is simple 
(as we did in (3.14)), we can as well look at the case where only the Peirce- 
f-space C, is simple (which holds if J is simple by [6]). Note that a simple 
triple system always has characteristic 0 or p. If 1 ~q(A4) (e.g., if J is 
triangulated), C, fulfills the assumption of 
3.16. LEMMA (Rank-l -Simplicity). If C, c C is a --ample subspace 
(lEC,=C”, cC,c c C, for all c E C) of a commutative associative algebra 
C with involution then C, is a simple Jordan triple system under 
P( cO) d, = c0 & c0 iff C’ = C is ~-simple of characteristic # 2 or C’ = C/Z for 
z= {zEC;z2 = O> is --simple of characteristic 2: 
(i) C’ = F u,field with involution und C, = F,, = FU or 
(ii) C’ = F q F with exchange involution, C, = F, El3 pc, for an ample 
subspace F, c F. 
Proof. Suppose C, is simple and let M be a maximal ideal of (C, ). 
Since M n C,, 4 C, we have M n C, = 0 because otherwise Mrj C, = 
C,, 3 1. This shows M=O if 4 E k (then Co = C: ((c+ l)‘-c’- 12)1 = 2c), 
and in characteristic 2 we have m2 = mlm E M n C, = 0, so A4 c Z c C, but 
certainly Z u (C, ~ ) (in characteristic 2!), so in either case C’ is -simple, 
and C’ = F or F q F for a field F. In the latter case 1 = e, + t?, forces 
e, C, = e, C,e, c C,, SO C, = F0 H FO. 
Conversely, if (C’, ~ ) is simple and 0 # 1, 4 C, then Z, contains an 
invertible element x (in case (ii) this follows from 1, = P( 1 )I, c Z,) and 
thus c0 = P(x)(xK’c,x-‘) E I,, for any c0 E C,. 1 
4. SIMPLE TRIANGULATED TRIPLES 
In this section we will classify simple triangulated Jordan triple systems 
by showing that such a triple is a hermitian matrix system or a Clifford 
system (it can be both). Our theorem generalizes the well-known Capacity 
Two Theorem for Jordan algebras which says that a simple Jordan algebra 
of capacity two is an outer ideal of a Jordan algebra J(Q, 1) of a non- 
degenerate quadratic form with base point 1 or is an outer ideal of a her- 
mitian matrix algebra H,(D, *). Although our result sounds very much like 
the Capacity Two Theorem, our assumptions are in fact much less restric- 
tive: The former theorem assumes that the Peirce-2-spaces Ji, i = 1, 2, are 
division algebras, whereas we only know that the subsystems Jj are simple, 
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and therefore may be any H(A, rc) for (A, n) a simple associative algebra. 
Nevertheless, we will use a trick which was repeatedly used in the usual 
proof of the Capacity Two Theorem: 
4.1. Isotope Trick. Let Y(J, m) be a property. of elements m E M and 
2 (J) a set of hypotheses on J defined in terms of the specialization of J, 
on M (without reference to zd). Then if X(J)-9’(J, u) for all J, we also 
have X(J) *Y(J, m) for all invertible m and all .I, since for such m the 
isotope j=J”” (u=e, +Q,(nz))‘) is triangulated by 0, =e,, P2 =Q,(m), 
11= m with the same 7, = .I, and the same specialization of J, on M 
(Z(.u,) = L(x,)), so the hypotheses H continue to hold in 7 and so imply 
;P(s, ii), which means P(J, m) holds in J. [ 
Usually one seeks to establish such a property for aff m, and this requires 
some sort of a “density” argument. If P were a polynomial and a suitable 
Zariski topology existed, the validity of 9 on the dense set of invertible 
elements would imply its validity everywhere. Thus in [3] one needed to 
show that in the capacity two case the invertible elements spanned M, 
except when IJ, 1 < 3, indeed if m, m’ were invertible then there existed non- 
zero X, , x’, with X, m, + x’, m’ invertible. A trick used by Zel’manov [S] 
provides a “density” principle even when ~1 is the only invertible element of 
J: the idea is that II creates lots of invertible elements in the formal piower 
series system. 
4.2. Laurent Trick. Let 9(.I, nz) be a property of elements m E M which 
is “linear”: if 9(3, I?Z) holds for $2 = u + tnz E J[t] c 7 then b(J, m) holds. 
Let X(J) be a set of hypotheses on J which are inherited by ?=J[[t]] 
or J=J((t)). The element $1 is invertible in 7 (since I’(k) = 
P(u)(Z+ tP(u) P(u, nz)+ t’P(u) P(m)) is invertible on 3). Thus if 
2’(J) * 9’p(J, tn) for all invertible m and all .I, then X(J) 3 P(J, m) for all 
nz and all J. fl 
The main work in classifying simple triangulated Jordan triples is done 
in 
4.3. PROPOSITION. If J is a simple triangulated triple system, then C is 
(71, ~ )-simple btith n-ample subspace C, and u is C-faithful. If 7c # id is non- 
trivial then A4 = Cu; if x = id then C is commutative. 
ProoJ: Everything will follow if we can show that (C, II, -) is simple. 
Indeed, u automatically will be C-faithful: Z = {z E C; x = 0} is a (n, - )- 
ideal since Zu=Fii=O, 2 u=-z-u=0 by (1.6.8) and zCu=zC*u (by 
(1.6.10)) = C*zu = 0, and Z # C since 1 $ Z, so Z = 0. Moreover, if n is not 
trivial then the (n, -)-ideal 
(1) C’= C{c-c”)C= ccc, C]C 
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is nonzero, hence all of C by (rc, ~ )-simplicity, and in general by ( 1.6.13): 
(2) 1 EC’=M=CM. 
To show (rt, ~ )-simplicity of C let R = R” = R be a maximal (7t, ~ )-ideal 
of C. In proving that R = 0 we will need to make temporary use of the fact 
that 
(3) 2; = C/R is (n, ~ ) - simple 
(so the structure of ? is described in (2.8)). Our eventual goal R=O in 
C c End,(M) means RM = 0; by nondegeneracy of Q, (by ( 1.15)), it will 
be enough to establish for all r E R and m, n E M that 
(4) Qz(rm) = 0, 
(5) Qr(rm, n) = 0. 
From now on we will assume onlJt that J, is simple (by ( 1.15)) and we will 
derive (4) and (5). Without much effort we can obtain these for m = n = u: 
The nonzero * -specialization L: J, -+ C, is an isomorphism by simplicity of 
J, , so C, = L(J, ) z J, is a simple Jordan triple system under P(d,)c, = 
&Co d,,. Therefore the Jordan triple ideal R n C, vanishes. By (1.6.8) and 
(1.6.9), r+r”=L(T,(ru)), rL(x,)P=L(P(ru).x$‘), and rr”=L(Q,(ru)) lie 
in R A C, = 0, so 
(6) 
(7) 
rA= -r, r2=0, rL(.u,)r” =0 for rc R, x1 E J1 
T,(ru) = 0 = Q!(w) for i=1,2 
(we saw (7) for i= 1, and for i=2 by skewness (ru)* =r%= -ru (by 
(1.6.10)) we see by (1.6.2) 0= T,(w)* = T*((ru)*) = - T2(ru) and 0= 
Q,(ru)* = QA(ru)*) = Q2(-ru) = Q2(ru)). 
We want to establish the properties 
(4,) Q,(rm) = 0, (4&,) Q2(rm, m) = 0, (5,) Q2(RM, m) =O 
for arbitrary m E M. We avoid giving a direct proof, and instead reduce 
these to the case m = u using our tricks (by (7) we already have established 
(4,), (4 tU)). The hypothesis of Peirce-l-simplicity is inherited by J((t)) 
(since J( (t)), = J1( (t)), here it is crucial to use Laurent series instead of just 
formal power series), so by the Laurent Trick if suffices to prove (4,), 
(4 tm), and (5,) for all invertible m. These properties depend only on the 
representation of J, on M (this would not be true for Ql(m)= P(rm)e, 
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since this depends on e,) and are independent of u, and so by the Isotope 
Trick it suffices to prove them for u. Thus (4,), (4 fU) guarantee that (4,) 
(4 i,,,) hold for all m and all that remains is to establish 
(5,) T,( RM) = 0. 
At this point, for the second time we avoid a direct proof, and instead 
use the (77, ~ )-simplicity of 2;. The (7c, - )-ideal c’ = c[ c, c] r? of ? can 
only be c or 0. If ?’ = ? then 7 E ?I, and since R is nil this forces 1 E C’ (if 
l=c’+r for c’EC’, rtzR then 1 =12=c’2+c’r+rc’~C’ by (6)), hence 
M = CU by (2), in which case (5,) reduces to (4 4 .): T,( RM) = T,( RCu) c 
T,(Ru) = Q2(Ru, u) =0 by (4 iU). Thus in this case (4), (5) hold for all m. 
If ?’ = 0 then [?, c] = 0 and ? is commutative, so the reversal 
involution 71 is trivial, and (n, - )-simplicity reduces to .--simplicity. It is 
well known (and follows from (2.8)) that in this case either 2: = F is a field 
with automorphism, or C= F W F is a direct sum of fields with exchange 
automorphism (involutory automorphism = involution for commutative 
algebras). In particular ? has no nilpotent elements, so neither does the 
subspace ?,, = C, r J, z J2. We already know Q2(rm) = 0 by (4), so 
Q,(rm)2=P(rm)P(e,)P(rm)e, =P(rm)P(e2)Q2(rm)=0 forces Q,(rm)=O 
too in the absence of nilpotents, therefore T,(rm)‘= P({rm, e,, u))e2 = 
[P(rm) P(el) P(u) + P(u) P(e,) P(rm) + L(rm, e,) P(u) L(e,, rm) - 
P(P(rm) P(e,)u, u)]e2 = Q2(rm) + Q,(rm)* + QArm, P(u) m) - 0 (by 
P(e,)u = 0) = 0 + 0 + Q2(rm, (rm)*) = Q2(rm, r*[T,(m) . u - m]) (by 
(1.6.3)) = Q,(m, rHL( T,(m))r*u)- Qr(m, Pr*m) = - Q2(m, rL( T,(m)) A) 
+ Q2(m, rr*m) (by P= -r via (6) (1.6.10)) = Q2(m, rr*m) (since 
rL( T,(m))?= 0 by (6)). If we can establish 
(8) Q2(m, rr*m) = 0 (rsR,mEM) 
then T,(rm)‘=O will force T,(rm)=O in J2, and we will have established 
(5,), completing the verification of (4), (5). (Note that (8) does not follow 
from (4 im) since rr* 4 R because r* E C2 doesn’t lie in C. ) Now we can 
apply the Laurent Trick (4.2) to reduce the property 
(f3m) Qz(m, RC*m) = 0 
from arbitrary m to invertible m. But for invertible m we have C*m c Cm 
using L(x,)m = P(x,, m)e2 = P(P(m) P(m)-’ x2, m)e2 = L(m, P(m)-’ x2) 
P(m)e, = (Q,(m), fYm)-’ ~2, m} = UQ,(m)) UP(m)-’ x,)me Cm, so 
Q2(m, RC*m) = Q2(m, RCm) = Q,(m, Rm) = 0 by (4 tm) (which is why we 
brought this formula along!). 1 
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Remark. We could give a more direct proof of (4), (5) (i.e., of the 
passage from m = u to general m) if we could establish 
(A?) Q,(cm) = f’c,Ql(mY 
W) Q,(cm) = PmQ2(cu)f’. 
Indeed, then Qz(rm)= P,Q,(ru)r’ =0 by (7), and Q,(rm) vanishes since 
Q,(rm)2 = [P(n) P(Q,(m)“) P(ru)]e, = P(ru) P(Q,(m)p) Q,(ru) =O. Here 
(A), (B) are easy to establish for monomials, and the mixed terms c, d 
follow from the special cases d = 1: 
(A’) Q,(ce m)= P(cu, u) Q,(m)’ 
(B’) Q2(cm, m) = P, T,(cu)~ 
(for the first we induct on the length of d, using (1.3.8)). We can establish 
(B’) for monomials of odd length in characteristic 22, since if D(c, m) is 
the difference of the two terms we have D(x,c, + q,.xi, m) = 0 so 
D(x, ... N,, m) changes sign under cyclic permutation. However, we have 
not been able to establish (A’) or (B’) in general. 1 
4.4. THEOREM. A triangulated Jordan triple system is simple lff it is 
isomorphic to one of the following: 
(1) ff,(D, Do, n, ~ ) for simple noncommutative D with n ~ ; 
(II) M,(D, ) for simple noncommutative D with involutory 
automorphism ub ~-, P(x)yl=xjxfor (,, ,)=($i); 
(III) M,(D, I) for simple noncommutative D with involution I, 
uh P(x) y = xj’x for ((’ d) = (:I;; $1); 
(IV) polarized (H,(B, B,, x), H,(B, B,, 71)) for a simple noncom- 
mutative B with involution; 
(V) polarized (M,(A), M,(A)) for a simple noncommutative A;
(VI) J(q, S, FO) for a nondegenerate Q over a field F and F, c F 
ample; 
(VII) polarized (J(q, S, F,), J(q, S, FO)) for J(q, S, F,) as in (VI). 
Proof By (4.3) we know C is (rc, -)-simple, u is C-faithful, and either 
71 = 1 (C is commutative) or rt # 1 (C is not commutative, M = Cu). In the 
latter case J= Jr, g H,(C, C,, rr, -) (C= D here) by (2.4) and J has the 
form (I)-(V) in view of (2.10). In the former case (C commutative, TT = 1 ), 
the cases (II), (III), and (V) of (2.8) disappear, so either (I) C= F is a field 
with ~ or (IV) C= F q P with exchange automorphism. It suffices to 
prove J= J, (then (I), (IV) give cases (VI), (VII) above), and by the Clif- 
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ford criterion (3.6) and the (r* A) lemma 3.8 it suffices by C-faithfulness 
to verify 
(1) (x, -xT).m=O 
for all x, EJ,, mEM. Now by (1.6.12), (x, -x:).m=r,(xl;m)u for 
T,(x,; m)= L(T,(x, .m))-L(T,(m)) L(x,)E C. Since C is commutative, 
(1.6.14) shows Tl(x,; m)* m=O, so f,(x,;m) is never invertible. This 
immediately settles case (I), where C = F is a field, and also case (IV) C = 
F H F if we want to invoke (1.16): J is polarized, so T,(.u,;m)= 
f,(.xi+; mf ) H T,(.u;; m- ) vanishes because we have r,(xy; mn)' mu= Ofor 
each summand. However, we prefer a more direct argument: If the non- 
invertible element T,(x,; m) is invariant under , it is zero, so (1) is clear 
for symmetric elements x1 =X,, m =rii. But this already implies (1) in 
general: We have 1 = c + E for orthogonal idempotents E and E in C, so - -- m=~m=&m+Em=&(~m+&m)+~(&m+~n?)=&h, +E h, for h,=ziEM 
and L(x,)=E(EL(x,)+FL(x,))+E(EL(x,)+EL(x,)) = EL(~~)+FL(L(z,) for 
J’, = p1 and Z, =?, EJ, since EL(x,) = EL(x,)E~‘E C, by ampleness. Also 
E*U = E’U = EM forces & = E* by C-faithfulness, therefore (x, -x;“) m = 
(E(J’,-J’:)+~(Z1-Z:)}.(Eh,+~hh) = &(??,-Y:).~,+E(z~--Z:).~?=O 
by the symmetric ase. 
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